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Sub Theme Who Given Message

His Second 

Coming
BVM 1993-04-08

I come to petition the hearts of all humanity to pray, pray, pray. Never before in the history 

of the world has the need for prayer been so great, for the Arm of Justice descends upon 

earth. I can no longer restrain that which approaches. However, make your prayers copious 

and from the heart. Match each of My tears with fervent prayer that I may beg the Lord God 

to hasten His Second Coming, thereby shortening all that mankind must suffer. Appease My 

Son's already grieved Heart by bringing Him souls. Time is running out for many. The 

decisions made in the coming days will mean salvation or perdition to countless souls. I 

come to beg for them-pray, pray, pray.

Son's 

Second 

Coming

BVM 1993-11-27
Dear children, tonight I come especially to remind you that you live in an age of Advent, 

preparing for My Son's Second Coming.

Son's 

Second 

Coming

BVM 1993-12-04

Dear children, tonight I invite you to understand that as you prepare for Advent you must 

also prepare your hearts for My Son's Second Coming. I wish for all of you to become 

apostles of love, living and spreading My Message of Holy Love to the world, thereby 

converting hearts.

My Second 

Coming
JESUS 1994-05-11

Earth is engaged in a battle - good against evil. The battle is lost and won in hearts. At 

Maranatha, through the grace of My Mother, I intend to uncover what lays hidden in hearts. 

I will awaken sleeping consciences. I will make known My Mercy. I am preparing souls for My 

Second Coming. Alleluia!

Son's 

Second 

Coming

BVM 1994-05-27

Dear children, I come especially to help you realize that My call to Holy Love is the same call 

of John the Baptist in the desert. I desire to baptize hearts in Holy Love so as to prepare 

them for My Son's Second Coming. Through Holy Love, My Immaculate Heart will triumph, 

and My Son's Eucharistic Heart will reign. I impart to you always, at Maranatha, My Motherly 

blessing.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 1995-02-25

My daughter, the time is approaching when events in the heavens and on earth will arouse, 

awaken, and proclaim with certainty My Son's Return. It is then, My children will need to 

choose for Holy Love, for herein lies the Refuge of My Motherly Heart. How else can I 

summon souls to this Refuge except out of love. Some will be unable to enter in time. Some 

will not know the way. For these reasons, enlighten the world with Holy Love. Make it 

known.

I Return JESUS 1995-03-28

When I Return, the world will be made new. There will be peace in all hearts. Everyone will 

embrace Holy Love. My Will will be done. This will be My Mother's Victory as well. Her 

victory has already begun in hearts that love. So many are concerned for their physical well-

being. Why can they not see the value of their soul which is eternal? They are like lambs 

without a Shepherd, who fear for the darkness that will cover the earth for three (3) days, 

but they fail to see the darkness in their own hearts. I tell you, each one must triumph over 

the darkness in his own heart if he wants to be saved. Then, and only then, will the New 

Jerusalem be made known to you.
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I am 

Returning
JESUS 1995-04-04

Simply be with Me. Abide in Me. I do not call you to heroic sacrifices - but to heroic holiness. 

It is in My Heart your prayers are transformed into grace, then handed down to you through 

the benevolent Heart of My Mother. All things are possible. Comfort Me in My loneliness. I 

am Returning.

Son Returns BVM 1995-04-12

At this time, I tell you that when My Son Returns and everyone is living in Holy Love in the 

New Jerusalem, all will be made new. The world will be simple and pure as it was meant to 

be. All will love, and God will be in the center of all hearts. My Son's Church will no longer be 

divided by schism, apostasy, and error, but will be made whole once again. And so you see, 

there is nothing to fear, for I am calling you only to the completeness of Holy Love. I am 

blessing you.

Son Returns BVM 1995-05-03

I desire, My daughter, that you know and understand in your heart that: The New Jerusalem 

and Holy Love are one and the same. This is where My children will live after My Son 

Returns - in a climate and environment that is Holy Love. Hasten to make this known to all 

My little children. In this give praise to Jesus.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 1995-05-11

My call to you is to understand that Holy Love is the Refuge of My Immaculate Heart. 

Therefore, no one can enter My Heart outside of Holy Love. Further, I invite you to see, My 

Heart is the winnowing fan that will separate the wheat from the chaff at My Son's Return.

Son's 

Coming
BVM 1995-06-11

Some look towards My Son's Coming as though the path lay clear for them, when all the 

while they surrender the present to evil. The Father's Commandments are no longer 

considered measures of behavior.

Son Returns BVM 1995-06-17

The tenure of time until My Son Returns will be an interweaving of grace and tribulation. 

Each of these will intensify until the illumination of consciences. Those who have built their 

spirituality on sandy soil, will find they have little to cling to.

Son Returns BVM 1995-06-22

I come once again to offer praise and homage to Jesus. My dear, dear children, you do not 

see how quickly time is passing before My Son Returns. I need your sincere prayers to bring 

the lukewarm into the Ark of My Heart. Every moment is given as a gift from Heaven and as 

a gift of God's continued Mercy, so that you, My dear children, can bring Me souls. It is only 

when you are loving that your prayers are sincere and worthy. Therefore, see and 

understand that the merit of love in your hearts today, affects the entire cosmos. You cannot 

answer My call outside of Holy Love. I desire you make this known.

Son Returns BVM 1995-07-10

My daughter, it is not My intention that one of My ministries or apparition sites oppose 

another. They, each one, complements and confirms the other. It is Satan who tries to undo 

My plan of unity through spiritual pride. I come to reconcile and unite all people and to 

show you the way to Heaven. When My Son Returns all will live as one. If you presume to 

have all the answers, you are being deceived. It is in humility I lead you. It is the adversary 

who tries to set one against the other. Many of My apparitions and Messages go unheeded 

and uninvestigated due to misunderstandings and confusion brought on by Satan who 

comes clothed in righteousness. Instead of believing until an authentic and accurate 

investigation uncovers error, My children have fallen into the mistake of not believing until 

all is proven to their satisfaction. I come to bring peace, unity, joy. Recognize Me when I 

come. I want to bless you.
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Son Returns BVM 1995-10-07

Follow My Pope, John Paul II. In him there is no compromise. Unite under his banner. Your 

Rosaries will defeat Satan. Before My Son Returns, you will see the unfolding of many events 

heretofore foretold. The weak, who are those who do not pray and do not love, will 

succumb to discouragement, doubts, and confusion. The strong, the ones who faithfully 

attempt to pray and who are in the Refuge of My Heart, will not be misled or fear. These are 

the ones many will turn to in the last days. Further, I warn you, do not allow the opinions of 

others to bear weight in your heart. I am your Protectress in all things. In all things God is 

your Provision. You must be strong so that those around you are strong. Continue to pray, 

pray, pray.

Son's 

Coming       

&                      

Son Returns

BVM 1995-10-12

Dear children, through God's infinite love and mercy, He extends His grace of conversion at 

each of My shrines and at each of My apparition sites; and through His mercy, which 

continues to pour into every heart until My Son's Coming, He will convert millions. He will 

give each soul a sign of their state before God. If man is not reconciled with God, a disaster 

worse than the flood will fall upon the world. It will be greater, for it will affect more people 

and a greater expanse of earth. Millions will die in their sins. (She is crying.) Only through 

our prayers and sacrifices can I withhold the Arm of Justice. Hearts will be judged according 

to the measure of Holy Love. It is a cubit unrelenting in righteousness. It is for this reason I 

am choosing to form the Missionary Servants of Holy Love, to propagate and live My 

Message to you. Through My grace it will spread across the world as a purifying flame 

devouring evil. I invite you always to choose good over evil so that you will be ready when 

My Son Returns. I love you. My Dear children, this warning and My signs and miracles will 

come too late for some. I ask you to continue to pray for the unconverted. I am always with 

you when you are praying. I am blessing you.

His Coming  

&             

Jesus 

Returns         

&             

Son's 

Coming

BVM 1995-12-25

All evil will be uncovered before My Son's Coming. He sends Me ahead of Him, just as the 

Baptizer preceded My Son. When Jesus Returns, and before He will Come, the mountains 

will be made into plains and the dry land into sea. Because His Coming will purge the earth 

of evil, a purification will manifest itself in hearts and in the world first. The greatest 

tribulation is yet at hand. Hearts are unprepared that do not love. It will be shown and 

understood by the spiritually wise, that man is solely dependent on God and that each one 

in the world needs to assist the other. False gods will be stripped away. Money, power, 

immorality, human intellect, will no longer have power but be impotent. I once again invite 

you to see the GREAT URGENCY of My Holy Love Message, which will be, and is today, the 

trumpet of the angel [Book of Revelation] and the heel that will crush the serpent's head. I 

am blessing you.

I Return Jesus 1995-12-25
Before I Return and when hearts are universally convicted, all will be given the opportunity 

of recognizing Me, truly present in the Eucharist. Many Truths will be revealed.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 1996-02-10

Our Hearts cannot be separated. They beat as one. The devotion to Our United Hearts must 

be the oil in your lamps as you await My Son's Return. Then you will be prepared and Satan 

will not be able to pull you away from Me.
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Son will 

Return           

&              

Son's 

Second 

Coming

BVM 1996-02-12

I come to invite you to see that God's Mercy and Love are the means by which the New 

Jerusalem will take up reign in hearts, and the means through which My Son will Return. 

Understand that the United Hearts of Jesus and Mary are, and must be, the trumpet that 

announces My Son's Second Coming. It is through Our United Hearts the Church will be 

purified, renewed, and made whole. It is important that you pray and sacrifice for hearts to 

change now while there is still time. Many, many (She is crying now) will die sudden and 

unprovided deaths. My Son's Church is undergoing a purgation. I want you to understand 

that there is a false pope in hearts. This pope is free conscience, and for some, has taken 

precedence over the real Pope, John Paul II, and his undeniable infallibility. I desire their 

faith, their prayers, their sacrifices. It is My desire, and that also of the Eternal Father, that 

devotion to the United Hearts of Jesus and Mary be propagated in the world; for it is the 

final call, and it is the NEW JERUSALEM. Your efforts on My behalf will be proliferated 

through My grace. It is My great pleasure to invite pilgrimages to come here. For this is the 

hour of grace, the hour of decision. And Holy Love is the path and the bridge that spans the 

abyss between Heaven and earth. I thank you for your sacrifice, dear children, of coming 

here today [wind chill -11]. And I invite you to continue to pray for hearts that are frozen in 

sin and error. I am blessing you.

His Second 

Coming        

&                 

My Son's 

Return

BVM 1996-02-23

Make known, My Messenger, that I come to prepare the world for My Son's Return. Heaven 

and earth need to be united as they will be when He comes. It is necessary that hearts be 

reconciled to God, for My Son comes as Just Judge. The time before His Second Coming is 

precious indeed. Too many do not listen. Today, I tell you, the more who turn from evil and 

choose good, the less the balance between the numbers who choose Holy Love and the 

degree of mitigation. I say Holy Love in this context for Holy Love is your conversion.

Son Returns BVM 1996-03-06

I desire that you persevere in all your sacrifices and prayers during this penitential season. I 

come with this desire in My Heart, for if you pursue this trail, your hearts will be full of Holy 

Love; and when My Son Returns, He will recognize you as His own. Dear children, it is 

through your efforts that My Immaculate Heart will come to reign in the world. I am blessing 

you with My Motherly Blessing.

My Second 

Coming
JESUS 1996-03-22

For all time, I have wished to bestow this Blessing of the United Hearts, but it has been 

reserved for these times and to begin here in this Mission. 1.) It will gratify the most distant 

heart and bring them closer to Me. 2.) It will strengthen spiritually and often physically. I will 

be coming quite often now with My Mother. 3.) This Blessing of Our United Hearts is 

preparing mankind for My Second Coming.

Son Returns BVM 1996-03-28

I desire that you rejoice with Me as My Mission in you and through you is about to begin and 

to end, through the Alpha and the Omega. Surrender all your crosses to Me, for these are 

the tools heaven uses to proceed with this Mission. When My Son Returns, it will be through 

the Victory of Our United Hearts. See that My Heart is the Refuge that leads you to Divine 

Love and Divine Mercy.
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Son Returns BVM 1996-04-02

I want you to tell My children this. You are living in a time of the last warnings. It is also the 

hour of great and manifold prodigies. As the tribulations increase in frequency and intensity, 

you will be given commensurate grace to come into the Refuge of My Immaculate Heart. 

You have not as yet received My greatest grace, nor have you experienced the greatest trial. 

You are living in the last days before My Son Returns in glory. You have been given 

testimonies from around the world in support of this. Trials and grace come together to lead 

you into My Heart. Do not be tricked into thinking you have time to decide for holiness. You 

do not know the hour. Each present moment is grace. Miracles are beginning to unfold in 

this Mission, not for your excitement, but for your conversion.

Son Returns BVM 1996-05-05

It is important that you know, My children, that when My Son Returns, the world will be 

judged according to what is in hearts. Therefore, know and understand, that hearts which 

are not clothed in Holy Love call down God's justice upon themselves and the entire world. 

You do not know when you will face My Son. Therefore, you must see, much depends on 

your choice for Holy Love in the present moment. See that Satan gains his foothold in any 

part of you not surrendered to Holy Love. Every moment you do not love is lost forever, 

while the moments given over to Holy Love follow you into eternity. Those souls who 

surrender completely to Holy Love in this life will be seated at the foot of My throne in 

eternity.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 1996-05-06

The reason I come, the reason you must make clear, is that so many souls have lost their way 

and I have come to lead them back on the path of salvation. The way Jesus has given Me is 

Holy Love, which He taught when He was on earth. I am preparing souls for My Son's 

Return, and I am leading them into the New Jerusalem.

Son Returns BVM 1996-05-09

My daughter, tell My children this -- My Message today is the same as it has been over the 

centuries. Do whatever My Son tells you to do. My Son is calling you to choose to love in the 

present moment. When you love God with your whole heart and your neighbor as yourself, 

you are putting on the armor of holiness. You do not see that little flaws in the love in your 

hearts are important. But to God, every effort you make towards your personal holiness 

brings earth closer to Heaven. When My Son Returns, Heaven and earth will be united. 

Therefore, see that My triumph is your triumph as well.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 1996-05-16

Dear children, I desire that you fill the world with Holy Love, which is the announcement of 

My Son's Return and the fulfillment of the Gospel message.

His Second 

Coming
BVM 1996-05-23

Dear children, just as John the Baptist used the waters of the Jordan to prepare My children 

for Jesus' public ministry, so now I am using the waters of Maranatha Spring to prepare you 

(the world) for His Second Coming.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 1996-06-12

Dear children, the trials that you suffer can be surrendered for the conversion of the world. I 

have come today to prepare your hearts for My Son's Return. You must understand, that 

evil is easily provoked in hearts that have not conformed to Holy Love. For these reasons, I 

tell you that natural disasters will continue to plague your country. Weather extremes will 

be the rule.

Son Returns BVM 1996-07-09

Dear children, I come to lead you closer to My Son through My grace and by your efforts. It is 

not long until My Son Returns. I invite you to see that the Blessing of the United Hearts 

yields wholeness wherever it is given. Dear children, it is through this Blessing the New 

Jerusalem will be ushered in and the entire world will be made new and whole.
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I am 

Returning
JESUS 1996-07-26

It is the hour of My Predilection. I am Returning soon to claim what is Mine. I will not 

recognize the unloving heart. Nor will I recognize such a one in My kingdom. My Hand of 

Justice is withheld, waiting to see how hearts embrace Holy Love.

My Second 

Coming
JESUS 1996-07-28

The Blessing of Our United Hearts is given each 12th of the month to increase and 

strengthen the remnant Church; to prepare the world for My Second Coming; to draw all 

people into the latter day ark of My Mother's Heart, which is Holy Love; and through the 

conversion of Holy Love, to reconcile hearts with God, thereby spanning the abyss between 

Heaven and earth.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 1996-09-08

Make it clear, My daughter, that I come to you preparing the world for My Son's Return. I do 

not come to frighten but to prepare. I come to you out of love to draw humanity into love. 

Long-awaited has been the inner heart of humanity for what I bring -- the ark of Holy Love. 

Not a place of safety in the world -- but a Spiritual Refuge between Heaven and earth

Son will 

Return
BVM 1996-09-18

Today I invite you to live each moment as though it were your last moment on earth. The 

present moment is invaluable and cannot be retrieved once it is spent. You do not know 

from one moment to the next when My Son will Return. How foolish then to lose the 

present to perishables that are passing. Build up a fortress of love in your heart that 

allurements and distractions cannot penetrate. My grace is always with you. I am blessing 

you.

Son Returns BVM 1996-09-21

You are experiencing the bitter-sweet days before My Son Returns. Never before has the 

abyss between Heaven and earth grown so wide. Never before have hearts been so 

compromised by sin. But, as these last days unfold and the veil between Heaven and earth is 

lifted, you will experience God's Mercy and Love in unprecedented ways. Do not be 

surprised when I tell you My victory will come as a triumph of love. For My victory will unite 

every heart to Divine Love and Divine Mercy in Holy Love. In the New Jerusalem there will be 

no more impediments to love. God's Mercy will be confided to each heart to the fullest. All 

iniquity will be burned away through My Flame of Love. Spread this Holy Flame of Love 

wherever you go, My angel. For preceding these most important last days, it is mankind's 

only recourse towards reconciliation with God.

My 

Triumphant 

Return

JESUS 1996-11-02

I am giving you this consecration of marriages to Our United Hearts because of these times. 

These last days before My Triumphant Return see Satan attacking all vocations -- but in 

particular the priesthood and marriages. Marriages consecrated to Our United Hearts will 

find the way made easier. Pray this prayer daily for Our Protection and Provision.        

Marriage Consecration

Holy and Sacred United Hearts of Jesus and Mary, we consecrate our marriage to You 

today in this present moment. Through this consecration, we will dedicate our hearts to 

Your victory. United in You we seek Your protection and provision. Increase our love for 

You and for each other with every breath we take. Regally clothe our hearts in the Divine 

Will of the Eternal Father. Help us to increase in holiness in and through Your United 

Hearts. Amen. Propagate this consecration. It carries with it many graces. It will strengthen 

the soul of marriages gone stale. It will increase fervor in hearts. It will convert the 

unconverted who consents to pray it.
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Son's 

Coming           

&                

Son Returns      

&                 

You must be 

ready

BVM 1996-11-12

I come to reveal to you these times in which you live -- these apocalyptic times -- the last 

days before My Son Returns. The Spirit of Justice will engulf the world before My Son's 

Coming. You must be ready and with certainty have hearts full of Holy Love and hands full of 

good deeds. Therefore, you must understand I do not come for your curiosity, but for your 

welfare. I want you to stand prepared when the angel sounds his trumpet. You must be 

ready and with certainty have hearts full of Holy Love and hands full of good deeds. 

Therefore, you must understand I do not come for your curiosity, but for your welfare. I 

want you to stand prepared when the angel sounds his trumpet.

Our Lord's 

Second 

Coming

St. Pio of 

Pietrelcina
1996-11-30

Your mission is to prepare the world for Our Lord's Second Coming through Holy Love. You 

can only do this if you stop worrying about opposition -- who believes or disbelieves. Just put 

the Message out there. Some may just listen and go their way. But you will plant a seed of 

conviction. Then when they are made to see the state of their soul, they will remember.

My Son's 

Return           

&                

Son Returns

BVM 1996-12-12

I come as the herald of My Son's Return. Each soul must take heed of what Jesus sends Me 

to say before time as you know it runs out. Dear children, I come to you to bring My grace 

into the world. When My Son Returns, He will come not with grace but with His justice. 

Therefore, I beseech you to follow always My Message of Holy Love which is your salvation.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 1996-12-19 Please be certain that the Holy Love in your hearts is the beginning of My Son's Return.

Son Returns BVM 1996-12-31

I invite you to understand that Satan is about to destroy the faith of many. Therefore, you 

must pray to Me for My protection, as I come to protect the faith in all hearts. Some have 

made gods of their own opinions and will not be swayed from them. For these, continue to 

pray. For their opinions are not equal to God's commandments or to Church doctrine. Some 

of these are bound to happen before My Son Returns. When He comes, it will be as Just 

Judge. 

My Son's 

Return
BVM 1997-01-17

Dear children, appreciate these times you are in and the graces being given. Do not stand 

still, but move forward in My grace. You have been chosen for these times to proclaim My 

Message of Holy Love, which announces My Son's Return and prepares the heart of the 

world.

Jesus' 

Second 

Coming

BVM 1997-02-01

Today, My angel, I come to invite you to understand that these are extraordinary times. 

Today, you witness unusual graces and bear unusual crosses. But believe that each trial 

permitted by God is meant to bring you closer to Him and deeper in trust. Grace bears every 

cross with dignity and peace. My coming to your midst in these times is not your idea but 

God's Divine Plan. I am herald of Jesus' Second Coming. I am preparing hearts just as John 

the Baptist prepared the world for His public life. Instead of water, I am immersing souls in 

My Flame of Holy Love. You cannot call souls into this Flame without My grace. Each time I 

come to you, a new soul is being baptized in this Flame of My Heart.

I Return JESUS 1997-02-16

No one can truly love who is unforgiving. Perhaps there are those in your life you must be 

cautious of. Still love them. Still forgive them any wrongdoing. When I Return, I will separate 

the wheat from the chaff. The chaff will be many, steeped in unforgiveness. I am coming. 

Prepare!
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Son Returns BVM 1997-03-12

Once again, I caution those who will hear, do not support elected or appointed officials 

unless their lives are examples of Holy Love. Holy Love is the integrity of every nation and 

each soul. When my Son Returns, as He will, the scale of justice in His hand will be Holy 

Love. Please understand, my children, my coming to you is not your salvation, nor is My 

Message of Holy Love your salvation. Your salvation is your 'yes' to Holy Love in Your hearts. 

If you say 'yes', then you take Holy Love home with you, so it is in your families and your 

communities. The little Flame of Holy Love in your heart today must spread as every word 

and deed will now be enveloped in your 'yes' to Holy Love. In this response to my call you 

are now saving your own soul as well as others.

Son Returns BVM 1997-05-11

Dear children, today I inform you that when my Son Returns, all will accept me as their 

Mother. But today, my dear children, it is true that I am not the Mother of most, for they will 

not accept me; and they will not live with love in their hearts. My heart bleeds, and I weep 

for those who turn their back on love. I am calling you into the one fold where all is love in 

the present moment.

Son Returns BVM 1997-05-12

Today, for the first time, I invite you to understand that lack of Holy Love in hearts has 

destroyed right reason. Right reason is all reason based on Holy Love. When the heart is not 

steeped in Holy Love, compromise replaces right reason. This is why you have abortion, 

pornography, all sorts of vice, homosexuality, corrupt governments, compromised faith and 

morals, and more. It is Satan who takes right reason out of hearts. It is Satan who promotes 

compromise in hearts. Your hearts, my dear children, are what Satan pursues. For it is your 

heart that determines damnation or salvation. When My Son Returns, as He will, you will be 

judged on your own merit -- not on what everyone else thinks or does.

Son Returns BVM 1997-05-15

My coming to you should preclude any fear or misgiving you may harbor in your heart. 

Please understand that there are many who offer their judgments concerning my 

appearances to you, but they are of undefined faith and lukewarm conviction. This is why I 

need to come to you and through you to deliver My Grace and My Message around the 

earth. If hearts were convicted in Holy Love, they would not question and find fault. When, 

My Son Returns, as He will, the scrutiny will stop and the rejoicing will begin. Until then, you 

must persevere in patience towards the awkward unbelievers. Some want very much to 

believe but fear ridicule.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 1997-06-25

Praise be Jesus. I come as Herald of My Son's Return. I come to summon all nations into my 

Immaculate Heart. It is foretold in scripture what is to come. (Daniel Chapter 7)

Son Returns BVM 1997-07-12

Dear children, come to realize that God's Divine Will and My Grace are one. Through your 

prayers, I dispense My grace, that I may hasten the Reign of the United Hearts of Jesus and 

Mary. When My Son Returns and Our Hearts are victorious, you will be living in a new 

Heaven and a new earth. Heaven and earth will be united in every heart; then love will reign 

as uncontested ruler of hearts, nations, and the world.

His Return     

&               

Son's 

Second 

Coming

BVM 1997-07-30

My mission in you is to prepare the world for My Son's Second Coming. These are the ways 

my Son sends Me to you with, that the world may be reconciled to God before His Return. 

Spread devotion to the United Hearts of Jesus and Mary. Promulgate the Image you have 

before you (Mary, Refuge of Holy Love). Propagate the Holy Love Messages, the path and 

gateway to the New Jerusalem. Through this simple yet profound Message, people should 

return to holiness, the Ten Commandments, and prayers.
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His Return BVM 1997-09-18

Dear children, it is time you realize that you are living in the end times and through the Book 

of Revelation. My children, realize that My Son is returning soon and that I have come to 

prepare you for His Return through My Message of Holy Love. I have come seeking your 

'yes'. Do not listen to those in the world who, through compromised reason, believe that 

time, and all events, will continue unchanged. But come into My Maternal Heart through 

this Message of Holy Love. I am blessing you.

Son's 

Triumphant 

Return

BVM 1997-11-12

Today I ask that you continue to pray for those who do not understand My coming to you. 

These are the ones whose eyes are closed to the signs of My Son's Triumphant Return. It is 

as though these complacent ones are watching a sunset but refuse to believe that nighttime 

follows.

Jesus' 

Second 

Coming         

&             

Son's 

Triumphant 

Return

BVM 1997-12-01

As you prepare your hearts during this season of Advent to receive My Son on Christmas 

morning, also prepare yourselves through Holy Love for My Jesus' Second Coming. You are 

an advent people living in apocalyptic times. As changes take place in your lives and in the 

world around you, please realize God is preparing you for My Son's Triumphant Return. 

Allow Him to reign in your hearts through the Message of Holy Love, for this is also the 

season of love.

King Returns BVM 1997-12-12

Today I invite you to have a clear understanding of these times. When the King Returns to 

review His Kingdom, He will come wielding a sword of flames. His bounty will be the 

righteous who pursue His unending Mercy from age to age. The fate of every nation rests 

with the unborn. It is the unborn who will judge and convict.

My Return JESUS 1997-12-22

Let your hearts be like unto the Christmas star, leading others to the manger. Stand guard by 

the manger and wait humbly for My return. Take your hearts from out of the world and all 

its empty promises. Come to Me. Be poor in spirit. My Mother, through Holy Love, is 

preparing Her children for My Return.

My Son's 

Return          

&                 

Son Returns

BVM 1998-02-28

I wish to describe to you now the Kingdom to come - the New Jerusalem. When My Son 

Returns, all people will be united, and they will be reconciled with God. All will live in Holy 

Love. There will be no more fear. Prayer will be a staple of life. Love will be magnified in the 

environment, which will be stable and consistent, reflecting the love that is in hearts. 

Mankind will return to a simplistic existence, since sophistication will bring his demise 

before My Son's Return. There will be no disease, pestilence, or inequality. People will 

answer My call to holiness with enthusiasm. My Messages to you will be upheld as valid 

teachings on the path of holiness. Conflict and compromise will be stricken from hearts.

Son Returns BVM 1998-03-12

Dear children, I have come, once again, to help you to see the times in which you live. My 

Son has raised His Arm of Justice. All around you are the signs in the cosmos, on earth, and 

under the earth. [Luke Chapter 21] Let the Holy Spirit open your eyes and your hearts, lest 

you be unprepared. Begin to take seriously My call to you to be holy. If you have not 

understood the signs around you, begin to understand the call to love that I place on your 

heart. Before My Son Returns, this call to Holy Love will intensify and increase in every heart 

as God ordains. I implore you to amend your lives and drive Satan away by your efforts and 

through My grace. Dear children, when you say 'yes' to Holy Love, your consecration to My 

Immaculate Heart is intensified and I place a shield of grace around you that Satan cannot 

enter. Therefore come to Me. Surrender to Me; and I will be with you, blessing you.
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I Return        

&                  

My Return

JESUS 1998-03-16

(AM) I send My Mother into the world so that mankind will return love for love, that is, Holy 

Love for Divine Love. If you do not choose the Flame of Holy Love in the present moment, 

you are choosing, instead, the flames of Justice. Every error that is in hearts can be wiped 

away with the acceptance of Holy Love. My Mother is using Holy Love like John the Baptist 

used the waters of the Jordan to prepare for My public ministry. Through Holy Love, She is 

preparing Her children for My Return. (PM) I tell you this, My brothers and sisters, I am 

sending My Mother ahead of Me to smite the enemy, where he lies hidden in hearts, and to 

restore righteousness to hearts. When I Return as just Judge, I will be seated upon the 

throne of victory.

I Return JESUS 1998-04-22

When I Return, there can be no 'ifs' or 'maybes' - only 'Yes, I love', or 'No, I choose not to 

love'. Thus, the soul, himself, chooses salvation or damnation. Think how important Holy 

Love is. It is My call, through My Mother, to salvation.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 1998-05-02

Dear children, tonight once again I invite you to be part of My victory. My victory is one of 

Holy Love. The effects of this Mission in the world are a telling sign that My Son's Return is 

imminent. Therefore, prepare yourselves with much prayer and with hearts of love.

Son's 

Second 

Coming

BVM 1998-05-21

Dear children, as My Son was lifted into the air, we awaited the coming of the Paraclete with 

hopeful hearts. You, too, My children, must await, with hearts of hope, My Son's Second 

Coming. I am with you, and I am praying for you.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 1998-06-02

Our Lady floats towards Me in gray (the color that indicates war). She is holding in Her hands 

a heart that seems to be broken in two. She says: "I come in praise of Jesus. My daughter, 

this heart that you see torn apart is representing the heart of the Church. When I tell you 

that the Church will be victorious upon My Son's Return, you must realize that before the 

victory comes the battle. The Faith is under attack at this time, which is why I came to you as 

Protectress of the Faith and why I have been proclaimed Guardian of the Faith in another 

area of the world."

I Return JESUS 1998-06-12

My brothers and sisters, put the household of your hearts in order with the broom of Holy 

Love; for when I Return and reign over My Kingdom, which is to come, those who will be 

seated at My feet are those consecrated to My Mother's Heart through the Flame of Holy 

Love. They will be living in the Divine Will of My Father.

I Return JESUS 1998-06-19

Each soul is dependent upon Me, upon My Mercy. Most do not realize it because they 

pursue happiness and security through themselves. When I Return, all My children - all My 

sheep - will recognize their Shepherd, and I will take dominion over every heart. In this way, 

My victory will be a victory of Holy and Divine Love.

My Return JESUS 1998-06-22

The Holy Love Message is the angels' trumpet blast which announces My Return - piercing 

the darkness of the world. Abandon yourselves to Me - in this surrender you will find your 

freedom!

My Son's 

Return
BVM 1998-07-09

I have walked with this Mission through the valley of darkness, and I am with you on the 

Mount of Tabor. Many of you show great concern for My Son's Return while I am trying to 

prepare you through Holy Love, which will bring you peace. Place your trust in Me, and 

prepare your hearts through Holy Love.
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Son Returns BVM 1998-07-10

My angel, I have come to remind you that I am drawing all people and all nations to this 

prayer site. I do not invite My children to just any farm or converted soybean field but to the 

site of My predilection. It is by the hand of grace My favor will rest upon those who respond 

to My invitation. Before My Son Returns, each soul will be made to know his state before 

God. Many await anxiously this hour of enlightenment. But, My dear children, you do not 

need to wait. Come to My site of favor. Step onto the property. Taste of My Spring. Your 

consciences will be laid bare before you. All that impedes your journey of Holy Love will be 

shown you. This is a favor, given with such force and strength at this site: it remains 

unprecedented elsewhere. You may travel and search for such grace; but it is here, now. I 

invite confessors to come and restore souls to the state of grace. Earth, indeed, finds herself 

in a precarious position before the Hand of Justice. If we work together, we can reverse 

some of what lies ahead. Just as your prayers, My angel, mitigated certain disasters. I am 

with you, and I am blessing you.

My Son's 

Return          

&                

Son Returns 

&             

Son's 

Triumphant 

Return

BVM 1998-07-30

(AM) I come in praise of Jesus, My Lord and My God. My dear messenger, understand the 

full meaning of My Message of Holy Love. I have come to you as I am sent, to prepare hearts 

for My Son's Return. I have come to call you to holiness and to support you during this time 

of tribulation and purification. Dear children, detach yourselves from so much dependence 

on the natural world. Have full recourse to the grace of My Heart. Herein find shelter from 

the storm, respite from the world, and solutions to every problem you may encounter. Dear 

children, I invite you to be at peace as you await My Son's Triumphant Return. Pray this little 

prayer daily. I will pray it with you and send My grace into your hearts. "Heavenly Father, 

Creator of all that is good, take dominion over my heart. I surrender to you every burden 

and cross, all grace, and every virtue I may have. Perfect my heart through your Divine 

Will. Bestow upon me peaceful submission to your will in all things. Amen."  (PM) My dear 

children, tonight I invite you to understand that when My Son Returns, as He will, He will 

establish on earth a new Kingdom whose rule will be the Divine Will of the Eternal Father. 

But, My children, I have come to prepare you for this Era of Peace through the Flame of My 

Heart, which is your purification. See with what love and joy I call you into this Flame and 

unite you to My Son.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 1998-08-06

Dear children, I come to you to prepare you for My Son's Return and to guide you through 

the time of tribulation that rests upon earth. Tonight I invite you not to be discouraged in 

your prayer petitions, but to realize that God hears all prayers and answers in His way, 

according to His own Divine Will. Therefore, see and understand that the best prayer is to 

accept God's Will in your lives, and to understand that it is through your efforts and by the 

power of My grace that all victories are won.

My Return Jesus 1998-08-10

(AM) The focus of the Holy Love Message is to instruct My people how to live in the present 

moment as they await My Return - not in fear, but to live in Holy Love. Worry is from Satan, 

who wants to destroy your peace and keep you in turmoil. You can save your soul and 

increase your joy in Heaven by living in Holy Love. Do not waste time seeking to know the 

future. Stay in the present. Here is your salvation. (PM) Until My Return, I ask you to trust 

Me to lead you along the path of righteousness.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 1998-08-10

I have come to prepare hearts for My Son's Return. If My children lay up every sort of 

provision and were to gain perfect knowledge of the future, how does that give praise and 

honor to Jesus? No, I have come to lead them to the impregnable ark, the Refuge of My 

Heart. To enter and remain in this ark, they must trust in Me. Trust proceeds from love and 

humility of heart.
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Son's 

Triumphant 

Return

BVM 1998-09-05

My daughter, I invite you once again to share in the victory of Our United Hearts. Each time 

you surrender to Holy Love in the present moment, you are conforming your will to the 

Divine Will of God and hastening Our victory over evil. How splendid will be the New 

Jerusalem in its love and simplicity. How foolish those that try to prepare in the natural 

world for what is to come. The Remnant is numbered and secured. Some who are chosen 

have not realized their conversion as yet, but their choices are known in Heaven. You will 

never be prepared for My Son's Triumphant Return in glory unless you are living in Holy 

Love in your heart. If your heart is unprepared, then you are unprepared. The ones who trust 

only in themselves will surely perish. No one knows the hour or day of My Jesus' Return 

except the Eternal Father. Do not give your hearts over to many preparations in the world. 

You will miss the present moment. My heart is your solemn Refuge and Fortress. Rely on My 

Grace. Just as the mantle on the statue you were restoring is chipped and imperfect, so My 

mantle of protection is compromised upon those who do not place their trust in Me. I come 

to lead you into the pure light of sanctity, the Flame of Jesus' Heart. Here is the Flame of 

Divine Love and Mercy. Oh, that souls would surrender.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 1998-09-07

Praise be to Jesus. My angel, I have come to affirm My Mission in you, which is to prepare 

hearts for My Son's Return. All sinners need to realize their shortcomings before God. Self-

knowledge is a precious grace which will be given if asked for. Obstacles on the path to 

holiness are always rooted in self love. It is because My Message of Holy Love opposes self 

love so vehemently that we are opposed. Even the greatest enemy of Holy Love will be 

convicted of his error if he comes to the property; for at this site, self-knowledge is freely 

given. The same grace is given to those who pray with a sincere heart. It is a grace vital to 

every conversion. Remember, the term 'sinner' means everyone. Do not think about the 

error in your neighbor's heart, but pray to be shown your own. I am blessing you.

Son Returns BVM 1998-09-11

Dear children, tonight and during these last days before My Son Returns, you are given the 

opportunity to earn many graces for yourselves and for your families. You can do this, My 

children, through your trustful surrender to Divine Providence. For it is when you trust that 

God is most attendant to your prayers. And it is when you love that God will answer your 

prayers.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 1998-09-12

Once again I am with you to prepare hearts for My Son's Return. If each heart is prepared, 

then all people and all nations will be prepared. I am preparing you in and through Holy 

Love. It is Satan who would have you primed in fear and confusion. There is no place to hide 

from God. But, if you are living in Holy Love in the present moment, you are ready. It is in 

this way that you are living in the light of the Divine Will of the Eternal Father. This is the 

sum total of the preparation you need.

My Second 

Coming
JESUS 1998-09-28

My dear friends, I am your respite in these troubled times. Do not fear My Second Coming, 

but long for it. I love you.

I am 

Returning
JESUS 1998-10-26

My brothers and sisters, I have come to draw into My Heart the Remnant Faithful. Do not be 

deluded or distracted by these times, by the world, and by certain people in the world. Do 

not be caught without oil in your lamp. I promise you, I am Returning.
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Son Returns 

&              

Son's 

Second 

Coming

BVM 1998-11-12

Dear children, I invite you to understand that I have come to prepare you for My Son's 

Second Coming. When My Son Returns there will be one Church, one shepherd, one flock. 

Until this time, do not be fooled by false unifications, which man attempts on his own 

without God. Do not follow false leaders who proclaim one world government, one 

monetary system, even one religion. Live simply, My dear children. Pray and I will be with 

you in every difficulty and in every triumph.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 1998-11-18

Therefore, I will need to point out to you the reason for My coming to earth with this 

Message of Holy Love. Love is the eternal virtue. This is why, through Holy Love, I have 

taught you and all who listen how to pray, how to live, how to embrace holiness, how to 

trust, how to surrender, and how to attain salvation. Everything I have told you has been 

said before by other mystics, at other apparition sites, and by Jesus, Himself. Yet, it was 

necessary that this little way of Holy Love be brought to light once again, in these times and 

during these last days. I have come to make you ready for My Son's Return in triumph and 

glory. I desire to share this triumph with you, which I can only accomplish if you surrender in 

the present moment to Holy Love. I have given to the world, through you, the devotion to 

the United Hearts - a devotion indicative of the Triumphant Reign of Our Hearts in the New 

Jerusalem. You are not prepared if any part of your heart is unloving. Therefore, examine 

your conscience, as I desire, daily. Purgatory holds many, many souls who did not pray, who 

held grudges, and who allowed themselves many 'small' faults. I invite you to be perfected 

through the Holy Love Message. I will bless your efforts.

My Son's 

Return          

&                

Son Returns

BVM 1998-11-19

Praised be Jesus. I have come, as always, to prepare hearts for My Son's Return.  Dear 

children, today I invite you to understand that I have prepared your hearts with the Truth 

that will lead you to salvation and sanctity, according to your will to respond to Me. You 

must draw strength and peace by re-reading and digesting all I have spoken to you. I have 

given you so much grace. Decide, My children, to use it. The world around you is topsy-turvy 

with false values and compromised morals. You must be strong and steady beacons of Holy 

Love in the midst of chaos. When My Son Returns, all will live in one accord. Remember, I 

am always with you in the Message, and as you pray, and as you decide for or against Holy 

Love in the present moment. I am blessing you, now and always.

My Return JESUS 1998-12-18

I have come to draw you into the Flame of My Heart, which is Divine Love, through the Heart 

of My Mother - Holy Love - know and understand this way of Holy and Divine Love before 

My Return.

I am 

Returning    

&                 

My Second 

Coming

JESUS 1999-01-05

Every present moment takes you either closer to Me or farther away from Me, according to 

the decisions you make. Ease the pain of My Heart through your prayers and sacrifices. Do 

not look to the world for solutions, but to Me. When you feel the cold air outside [-3 degrees 

Fahrenheit] think of the coldness people have towards Me in the Eucharist. Cease your 

disbelief and believe. Have confidence in Me. My brothers and sisters, just as I desire that 

you are prepared to receive Me in the Blessed Sacrament, I am also asking that you be 

prepared for My Second Coming. The time and the date are unknown to you and known 

only to the Father in Heaven. Each one is responsible for his own state of preparedness, but I 

have come to ask you to make your hearts ready through the Message of Holy Love. It is My 

further request that you come deeply into the Message of Divine Love that I will be giving 

you. Make your hearts ready, My children, for I am Returning.
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My Second 

Coming
JESUS 1999-02-04

This revelation of Our United Hearts should be a sign to you of the times in which you live. It 

is not long until My Second Coming. The United Hearts Revelation is a sign to you of My 

victory over death and sin.

My Second 

Coming
JESUS 1999-03-12

I am Lord of every sovereignty on earth. At My Second Coming there will be one flock and 

one Shepherd, and all will fall under the reign of the Divine Will, Divine Love, and Divine 

Mercy. Until then, advance towards Me in Holy Love.

My 

Triumphant 

Return

JESUS 1999-04-06

I am Jesus, born Incarnate, crucified and resurrected. Alleluia! Child, just as the spring rain 

must come before the flowers, certain events must take place in the world before My 

Triumphant Return. You know the flowers and fair weather are coming, and so the rainy 

days are easier to bear. So too, place your faith and hope in My Triumphant Return. It is 

then there will be a new Heaven, a new earth. The New Jerusalem will descend from Heaven 

and Divine Love will reign over all nations and every heart. You must be strong during these 

last battles. If you are judged and misunderstood, remember so too was I. Every cross 

becomes a strength when it is offered to Me for sinners. The greatest cruelties and the 

gravest sins arise from hearts full of pride, hearts that are centered on self alone. I come to 

you and give you this mission to recall hearts to holiness by making Me the center of their 

hearts and of the world. Keep on track by way of simplicity - everything for God to please 

God - the Alpha and the Omega.

I Return        

&                

You must be 

ready

JESUS 1999-07-04
My Triumph will be a Triumph of Love; therefore I am inviting you to prepare your hearts in 

Holy Love. For when I Return you must be ready.

My Second 

Coming
JESUS 1999-12-23

Foretold in Scripture is every sign of My Second Coming. The foolish do not see this Mission 

for what it is, oil in the virgin's lamp. The wise take heed and not only live the Message, but 

evangelize it. You will please awaken hearts and make this known.

I Return JESUS 2000-01-06

My Heart, little messenger, is a burning furnace ready to consume the hearts of the world. 

Since I have revealed to you the Innermost Chambers of My Heart, this Divine Heart is an 

open wound of Love. Now the Secret Passages are revealed. The way of entry has been laid 

bare. The road of penetration to My Inner Being has been given to the world. All that 

remains is that hearts choose it. Now My Heart will be an open wound of Love until I Return. 

Only then will all hearts be made one. But as I have revealed the way to you, you must make 

it known - trusting all the while in Heaven's assistance.

I Return JESUS 2000-06-03

My brothers and sisters, understand, before I Return all that lies hidden in darkness will be 

disclosed in the light. Therefore, in this present moment, make sure that your conscience is 

formed under the law of Holy Love. I desire so much to lead you deep into My Heart,

I Return JESUS 2000-06-26

My true disciples remain until I Return firm and unflinching under My Mother's mantle of 

protection. These Remnant Faithful remain unyielding in the face of compromise. The roots 

of their faith reach deep into the soil of Tradition and Truth. My Mother is the Defender of 

the Faith. She will enlighten and support those who cling to Church Tradition. Turn to Her in 

the midst of every attack. She is your aide - your Protectress - your Fortress.
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I Return JESUS 2000-08-05

I have come to set the world ablaze with the fire of My Divine Love. This fire is unquenchable 

and eternal. Within it, every soul pursues the deepest most intimate Chamber of My Heart. 

It is the Flame of salvation that will be victorious over evil. The proudhearted avoid this 

Flame in search of temporary pleasure. But the wise plunge their hearts herein seeking 

eternal joy. This purifying Flame of Divine Love will cleanse the earth of error before I 

Return. Today the corridors of My Heart beckon and call to every heart - each soul. The 

spirituality I wish for everyone is within the Sacred Chambers of My Heart. Listen, My lambs, 

I am calling you.

I Return JESUS 2000-08-11

Before I Return I will send a multitude of angels before Me, making this Message known 

throughout the world. It will extinguish Satan's fire and replace it with the Miraculous Fire of 

Divine Love. Make this known.

I Return JESUS 2000-08-22

The Chambers of My Heart can only lead to sanctity. I long for souls to enter and pursue 

perfection - union with the Divine Will. Before I Return you will witness how this Message 

impacts the Church and society.

I Return JESUS 2000-09-21

In Heaven, every present moment is all eternity. You do not fully understand eternity. But 

when I Return, eternity will be given you. It will erase time as you know [it] and encompass 

earth. Human knowledge is imperfect. I give to you the Divine.

My Return JESUS 2000-11-25 I am preparing the world for My Return, through this Message of Love.

I Return        

&                 

My Return

JESUS 2001-02-05

When I Return it will be as Prince of Peace and King of Glory. My Triumph will be a victory of 

Holy and Divine Love in every heart and in the world. As My Reign will be one of unifying 

love, understand that this Message of Holy and Divine Love - this Message of Our United 

Hearts - is the precursor of My Return. I have come to invite you to see that the Journey 

through the Chambers of My Heart are as a spiritual baptism. Just as John the Baptist 

baptized in the Jordan, I desire to baptize you in this spiritual journey. Renew your hearts.

I Return JESUS 2001-02-24

I have come with this Message to this little Mission for I desire to fill the world with Holy and 

Divine Love. It is only through love that the world will be at peace. When I Return to you, it 

will be on the Wings of Love.

My Second 

Coming
JESUS 2001-04-15

My last victory of Divine Love is yet to come. It will be the victory of Divine Love in all hearts 

and in the world. It will usher in the New Jerusalem and My Second Coming. Every heart 

that surrenders to Divine Love brings the victory closer. To live in My Divine Love is to love 

Me above all else, and to love one another as I have loved you. Yes, such a soul has passed 

through the Chamber of Holy Love where he is asked to love one another as he himself 

desires to be loved. The soul is drawn deeper into love - deeper into the Chambers of My 

Divine Heart. Once he enters Divine Love he must love as I have loved. He must embrace his 

cross as I embraced My Cross - out of love. He must see in every cross certain victory, for the 

cross is the victory of Divine Love in disguise.

I Return JESUS 2001-05-14

My brothers and sisters, when I Return My Reign will be one of Divine Love. Please 

understand that God's Holy and Divine Will is always surrounded and embraced by Divine 

Love; and so it is for each soul. I can reign in the present moment through Divine Love when 

you surrender to the path of the Chambers of My Heart.
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I Return JESUS 2001-07-19

This Mission, you know, is like Gabriel's horn summoning the harvesting angels to earth. For 

when I Return, it will be on the Wings of Love. And when I come to reign in Triumph, I will be 

seated on a Throne of Love. Perfect love casts out all evil, for Love is the Light, evil the 

darkness. This is why the more the soul surrenders to Love, the more perfect he is in My 

Eyes. When I say to you that you must be the voice crying out in the desert, it is because this 

Message, the United Hearts Revelation, reveals and casts out evil and brings to perfection 

the Light. Perhaps you believe this Message to be only for these times. You are mistaken. It is 

eternal. Yes, it is both here on earth and in Heaven above. 

I Return        

&                 

My Return

JESUS 2001-09-05

My brothers and sisters, the purer the love is in your heart in any present moment, the more 

your heart will resemble the Divine Will. When I Return the two will be made one--the 

human and the Divine. Prepare for My Return, then, by living in conformity with the Divine 

Will through Holy Love.

I Return JESUS 2001-10-05

The war you are engaged in is not over property or even lives. It is about souls. It is good 

against evil. This is why I come here today seeking to place My Seal upon your hearts. My 

Seal is Holy and Divine Love. It is a sign to Satan that you belong to Me spiritually, and he 

can't have you. But I can only place My Seal upon your heart when you obey the Two Great 

Commandments of Love. Hasten to live the Message and begin your journey through the 

Chambers of Our United Hearts; for when I Return in Victory, all will be in the Fifth Chamber 

of My Heart--the Kingdom of the Divine Will.

My Return JESUS 2001-11-15

I have come to reveal to you this Truth. The oil in the lamps of the virgins who await their 

bridegroom is Holy Love in their hearts; for Holy Love is the preparedness I seek in every 

heart upon My Return.

His Second 

Coming
BVM 2001-12-01

She had a star in front of Her Heart that radiated as a great light. Now it's gone, and Her 

Heart is exposed. Please understand, My dear children, that Holy Love is the Light that led 

the Wise Men and the Shepherds to the crib on the first Christmas. So must it be the Light 

that leads all to the Heart of My beloved Son during this Age as you await His Second 

Coming.

My Second 

Coming
JESUS 2001-12-05

As you prepare your hearts for the commemoration of My Birth in the manger, prepare also, 

My brothers and sisters, for My Second Coming. Make yourselves little and humble so that 

you can pass easily into Divine Love.

My Second 

Coming
JESUS 2001-12-21

My brothers and sisters, as you prepare for the festivities commemorating My Birth in the 

manger, remember that THROUGH and BY this Message, you are obliged to prepare the 

world for My Second Coming.

I Return JESUS 2001-12-28

When I Return I will rule over a world of Divine Love and the Divine Will, for such will be the 

conviction of every heart. As the Kingdom of Divine Love begins to grow in the human heart, 

the soul begins its spiritual union with My Father. The depth of surrender to Divine Love is in 

direct proportion to the depth of surrender to the Divine Will.

I Return JESUS 2002-01-13
When I Return, love will be victorious in every heart. My victory will be one of Holy and 

Divine Love. It is only through Holy and Divine Love that I will triumph.

I Return JESUS 2002-01-19

My brothers and sisters, I have come to help you realize that Holy and Divine Love unite. It is 

those who cling to opinions and ideologies contrary to Holy and Divine Love that cause 

division. When I Return, love will triumph in these hearts, as well.
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I Return JESUS 2002-02-05

I have come to you to correct the hearts of those who have been mislead by Satan, and to 

correct the soul of the world. Do not think that because something gives you pleasure in the 

flesh that it is good and pleasing in the eyes of God. You must make all your moment by 

moment decisions according to My law of Holy Love, for when I Return, the Victory of the 

United Hearts will come through Holy and Divine Love. There will be no misfortune; souls 

will understand their place before God. Yes indeed, My Father's Kingdom to come is a 

Kingdom of Divine Love.

My Return JESUS 2002-04-06

I have come so that you will understand that this Message of Holy and Divine Love, and the 

revelation of the Chambers of Our United Hearts is a perpetuation of My Divine Mercy in the 

world. It is a call to repentance and conversion. Before My Return, live this Message from 

the depths of your hearts.

My Return JESUS 2002-06-08

I have come to ask you to make known Our United Hearts around the world. Spread the 

devotion of the Chaplet, the Confraternity and the Blessing. Much merit is to be gained by 

this. This will hasten My Return--My VICTORY will be made complete.

I Return JESUS 2002-10-05

Satan thought himself victorious at My crucifixion, but was confounded when I rose from the 

dead. In this age he will be seated in power--but fall--when I Return in Glory and Truth. In 

the future, My little lambs, you will need to cling to the truth of the tenets of your faith with 

courage--tenacious courage. Do not be discouraged by apostasy and heresy which will 

abound all about you. Realize that this is part of the cross that My Remnant is asked to carry. 

Prayer and sacrifice are the means by which you will find courage to accept your crosses. 

The cross is My Victory. My brothers and sisters, it is true that you are living in the world 

during uncertain times. You do not know what God will require of you in the next present 

moment. But be assured of My Mother's assistance, for Her Immaculate Heart is the Refuge 

of the Remnant Faithful.  Do not become fearful, then, but live in Faith, Hope and Love, and 

always trust. Seek your refuge in My Mother's Heart which is Holy Love.

My Return JESUS 2002-12-05

Do not concern yourselves with timetables of events. The Father alone knows the unfolding 

and realization of My Return. Rather, in each present moment be My Faithful Remnant - 

living and spreading Holy and Divine Love. The closest any soul can come to Me is in the 

reception of the Holy Eucharist.  Let every Mass be an advent then, in anticipation of My 

coming. Many favors have been granted at this site (Maranatha Spring and Shrine), and this 

will continue until My Return.

My Return JESUS 2003-01-10

Each soul's response to Heaven's call to personal holiness directly affects the strength of the 

Remnant Faithful and the hour of My return. Understand, the more you surrender to Holy 

Love in the present moment, the more you intensify the faith of the Remnant and hasten My 

Return.

I Return JESUS 2003-06-05

The victory I speak of is the victory of righteousness in hearts. Each heart that turns towards 

Me is a victory, and becomes part of My Crown of Victory which will reign over Our United 

Hearts when I Return. This Crown of Victory is comprised of the army of victim souls that My 

Mother continues to call together. Within this Crown of Victory are all who live in Holy Love.

I Return JESUS 2003-08-01

My brothers and sisters, I desire that each one come to Me through the way of the 

Chambers of Our United Hearts. So then, passing from conversion which is Holy Love, into 

Unitive Love which is the last Chamber, each soul would be united with Me and My Victory 

would be complete. For when I Return, My Father's Will will be accomplished perfectly.
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My Return JESUS 2004-05-05

During these latter days before My Return, I will intensify My call to Divine Love as never 

before. Souls will find in the revelation of Our United Hearts a peaceful solution to every 

situation.

I Return JESUS 2004-08-23

My brothers and sisters, please understand that My Victory begins in every present moment 

when a heart decides to take this spiritual journey into Our United Hearts. My Triumph 

continues and strengthens with every step you take towards holiness and sanctity. When I 

Return, I will be clothed in the Divine Will of the Eternal Father. I will recognize those who 

are similarly clothed.

I Return JESUS 2004-09-05

My brothers and sisters, how I long to fill each heart with My Divine Love. It is in this way 

that the Will of My Father will take up its reign over all people--every nation, and the whole 

world. When I Return, it will be in and through Divine Love. You can hasten My Triumph by 

spreading the Messages of Holy and Divine Love.

I Return JESUS 2005-01-08

When I Return, clothed in victory, the world will be governed by the Divine Will of My 

Father. The Church will be transformed through love and mercy. Indeed, the very fiber of the 

heart of the Church will be Divine Love. All that afflicts church and world politics today is in 

opposition to Divine Love. So then, you must see this Message as a healing balm, a solution 

and the promise of coming victory. To live in harmony with God's Will means there are no 

more factions, hidden agendas or disunity. All are of one accord--the common good--the 

Divine Will which is always Holy and Divine Love.

My Return JESUS 2005-03-26

The Divine Mercy Revelation and for the Confraternity of the United Hearts - the two 

vehicles of My Divine Love and Divine Mercy [will] convert and save a multitude before My 

Return.

My Return JESUS 2006-04-23
My Mercy and My Divine Love will be victorious before My Return in all hearts and in every 

nation.

His Coming
St. Thomas 

Aquinas
2006-11-13

The election results should have been anticipated by those who really understand these 

times. They reveal what is truly in the conscience of your nation, and so, too, the world. God 

permits these times as a precursor to His Coming. This is not to say that prayer and sacrifice 

are useless. To believe so is to believe in Satan's lies. It is prayer and sacrifice that are lifting 

up the Remnant Faithful and supporting this Remnant with love.

My Return JESUS 2007-03-12 The Holy Love you act upon serves to hasten My Return.

My 

Triumphant 

Return

JESUS 2007-03-29

The best way to prepare for the future is to live in the present moment in Holy Love, 

entrusting the future to Divine Provision. Each 'Hail Mary' said from the heart brings My 

Triumphant Return closer.

My Second 

Coming
JESUS 2007-04-15

The choices that man makes with his free will either separates or unites him to Me. If you 

choose according to Love and Mercy, you build up the Kingdom of God in your own heart. If 

you choose against Love and Mercy, you choose sin and Satan's grip upon humanity is 

strengthened; then you see that your moment to moment choices affect the whole world. 

Allow Divine Love and Mercy to be your strength, as they will be the foundation of the New 

Jerusalem. Even now, Love and Mercy herald My Second Coming.

I Return JESUS 2007-04-22

My brothers and sisters, when I Return, it will be under the banner of Love and Mercy. 

Therefore, allow Me to be victorious in your hearts now--today--in this present moment by 

surrendering to Love and Mercy completely.
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His Return BVM 2007-06-16

Do not seek to be greater than the Message of Holy and Divine Love, for My Son rescues the 

childlike but abandons those who worship intellect and their own opinions. If you have come 

looking for great miracles or prophetic predictions, your motives will dictate the graces you 

receive. But if you come here for love of Me and My Son, you will be satisfied. My Son sends 

Me here tonight to prepare you for His Return in glory. My Heart is the Gateway to the New 

Jerusalem and the way into the Divine Will of God. Live in this truth, and the Will of God, 

which is Holy Love, will gain sovereignty over your heart. Thus you will begin to live the 

victory now.

My Return JESUS 2007-12-05

My brothers and sisters, be wise as the wise virgins were, and keep the lampstands of your 

hearts filled with the oil of Holy Love so that, upon My Return, I will see and take you into 

My Kingdom.

Jesus 

Returns

St. Thomas 

Aquinas
2008-01-28

We must continue to be ecumenical until Jesus Returns in Victory. We must not fear 

anyone, but proceed with courage. When evil is exposed, it is weakened.

My Return JESUS 2008-04-18

I have come to ask you, with your free will, surrender completely to Holy Love in each 

present moment, for the stronger your surrender, My dear ones, the greater your influence 

upon My Return and entrance to the New Jerusalem.

My Second 

Coming
JESUS 2008-05-05

So it is, I come to lay bare the Truth once again. Holy Love, nurtured in the heart, is never 

wrong. It is even wrong to think against Holy Love, for when I was with you I commanded 

you to live in Holy Love. Here you have the spirituality of these commandments of love 

which I gave you, enfleshed with the Chambers of the United Hearts. Because this Mission is 

the standard bearer of Truth and the harbinger of My Second Coming, Satan is causing a 

whirlwind of controversy to swirl around it from the most unlikely sources. Holy Love is the 

path of your salvation; Divine Love the path of personal holiness; Unitive Love is your 

sanctification. Do not get caught up in the whirlwind of who believes and who approves of 

this path I call you upon. Only follow it. You do not need anyone's approval to live in Holy 

and Divine Love. Do not be deluded to think so. I am calling each one to sanctity. Your place 

in eternity will be determined by your response to these Messages.

Son's 

Victory
BVM 2008-05-31

I tell you, each Hail Mary that is prayed on the Rosary of the Unborn brings My Son's Victory 

closer. When the Harvest Master returns with His winnowing fan, He will separate wheat 

from chaff, truth from lie, worthy from unworthy. Then it will be too late to believe in Holy 

Love, to choose Holy Love or to be Holy Love.

My 

Victorious 

Return

JESUS 2008-11-05

My brothers and sisters, be content with being part of My Remnant Faithful, for this Holy 

Remnant is the foundation of My Victorious Return. Yes, on the day when all seems lost, 

Holy Love will be victorious. Until such a time, I am here to guide you, to protect you, to 

shepherd you. Let My Messages, My Mother's Messages and the messages of the saints be 

the shepherd's staff which guides you past the briars of liberalism in its most devastating 

manifestations. If you allow Heaven to shepherd you, you will not be confused by the 

legalization of sin, mistaking civil law as a moral right. Realize that all leadership is not just 

leadership in My Father's Eyes. Cling to Me, Shepherd of Divine Love.

I Return JESUS 2009-01-05

When I Return, I will rebuke this spirit of deceit, along with this same spirit that promotes 

abortion, euthanasia, same sex marriage, materialism--all ideologies which promote self-

love and lead souls away from love of God and love of neighbor.

My Return JESUS 2009-01-20 The universal cleansing in the Truth of Holy Love must come before My Return.
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I Return JESUS 2009-03-28

Why do you fear, O Man of Earth? For current events do not threaten you if you live in Holy 

Love--My Two Great Commandments. I have formed of you a holy nation and set you apart 

from anarchy and rambling political affairs. Of this nation shall arise a fortress of hope. The 

time has come now to recognize that your citizenship is in Heaven. On earth let your hearts 

be united as one in Our United Hearts. This holy nation has a stable and solid constitution 

which is the law of Holy Love; this nation has its economy based on My Provision and it will 

not fail you. Therefore, rejoice and do not fear. No revolution can overthrow what I have 

now set in place, for this holy nation is in hearts. The boundaries of this nation are from 

horizon to horizon, and from Heaven to earth. It will not fall to ruin but rise up in victory 

when I Return. Patient hope will be your flag; carry it in your hearts. The peace it brings you 

will identify you in crowds--one to the other. Therefore, do not be chained to fear of the 

future and what it will bring. Unchain your hearts with the key of patient hope and trust in 

Me.

Son's 

Second 

Coming

BVM 2009-06-20

Do not be dismayed at the instruments Satan is able to use in the world, for evil is not bound 

by position or rank nor title. I asked your patient endurance through every attack. I seek 

most of all, your trust - trust in the journey into the Divine Will through the Chambers of the 

United Hearts; trust in My call to conversion in each present moment through the embrace 

of Holy Love; trust in My continued call to you to come to this site and partake of the graces 

offered here.  If My Mission here were of no importance, it would not be under attack. But 

Satan recognizes more than most people, the significance of this Mission and the role it will 

play towards the Victory of My Son's Second Coming.

Christ's 

Second 

Coming             

&                 

My Son's 

Return

BVM 2009-12-12

To those of you who have chosen to oppose Heaven's efforts at this site of predilection, I, 

your Heavenly Mother, ask you to realize you oppose the conversion of many. You oppose a 

great prayer effort which you yourselves could benefit from. You oppose the Heavenly 

graces and miracles present here. You oppose the establishment of the New Jerusalem in 

hearts which must be present before My Son's Return. Therefore, in your opposition, you 

are coming against Christ's Second Coming. No longer regard us as an entity to be stopped, 

for My Son and I, in this Mission, are a strength to you.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 2009-12-12

To those of you who have chosen to oppose Heaven's efforts at this site of predilection, I, 

your Heavenly Mother, ask you to realize you oppose the conversion of many. You oppose a 

great prayer effort which you yourselves could benefit from. You oppose the Heavenly 

graces and miracles present here. You oppose the establishment of the New Jerusalem in 

hearts which must be present before My Son's Return. Therefore, in your opposition, you 

are coming against Christ's Second Coming.
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My 

Triumphant 

Return

JESUS 2010-02-06

Once again I come to tell you that world peace will not come to you through man's attempts 

to be united with one another. Man must first and foremost be united with God; then unity 

amongst all people and all nations will be genuine and long lasting. If humanity attempts to 

unite under love of power, money or control, the union will be under the auspices of Satan 

himself. Such a union is not under My Finger of Protection and will not survive the ravages of 

time, the violence chosen by free will or freakish acts of nature. Such unions will be stripped 

of their power, riches and rights. These things mankind calls upon himself and are permitted 

by the Divine Will of My Father. As such, it is the ongoing process of the purification before 

My Triumphant Return. By your efforts, turn back the Hand of Judgment. Pray and sacrifice 

most especially for an end to the evil of abortion. This sin alone calls upon the wrath of God. 

He will act, if you do not act, to appease His Heart. Recognize the value of every present 

moment. In eternity you will fully realize the power of your free will choices for or against 

Holy Love in every moment. Since there is no time in eternity, you will no longer have the 

power to choose good over evil. I tell you these things now as a fair warning. Never oppose 

good, such as prayer, out of self-interest. Your agendas will come to naught and you will be 

stripped of your power.

I Return JESUS 2010-03-09

These days when confusion is presented as Truth, you must not look at the source of 

statements but at the content of statements. When I Return, My Triumph will be a Triumph 

of Truth. Then the haze that has been officially placed over the Light of Truth will be swept 

away; then all will understand that anything which opposes Holy Love is not Truth.

I Return JESUS 2010-03-13

When I Return, My Victory will be a Victory of Truth. I desire all people and all nations 

gather here and abide in the Truth which is Holy Love. Outside of Holy Love there is no 

Truth.

I Return JESUS 2010-07-04

I caution you, do not let human opinions found your beliefs. Many private revelations once 

decreed unworthy will be found worthy when I Return. This Mission will be among them, 

and will last into the New Jerusalem. Indeed, I am building the New Jerusalem here now. 

These Messages in the future will be studied in depth and be cherished. Therefore, set your 

hearts on what is above through Holy Love; then will you know true peace - true freedom. 

This is a freedom which cannot be legislated but must be fought for in every present 

moment.

My Return JESUS 2011-04-08
My brothers and sisters, allow all sin and self-love to slip out of your heart in the present 

moment. Fill your heart with Holy Love. In this way, you hasten My Return and My Victory.

Be prepared JESUS 2011-04-09

Please understand, one and all, that the purpose of this Mission is not to elaborate or 

promote imaginative preparations for the future; such as places to hide, packing lists, or 

what to warehouse away. The purpose of this Mission is to prepare hearts for what is to 

come. If hearts are well-prepared in Holy Love, then they will recognize the difference 

between good and evil. They will recognize My Provision and they will be prepared. Once in 

a while, Heaven points out to you what is taking place around the world. But this is not to 

sensationalize; rather, it is to highlight the importance of living in Holy Love.

I Return        

&                 

My Return

JESUS 2011-05-10

The reason this Mission has been able to persevere through such unusual trials and 

obstacles is the continual call to conversion I offer the world through Holy Love. My Call is 

the hope of a spiritually apathetic world. My Mother's Heart and the Flame of Holy Love are 

the spiritual resources of this age before I Return. This is the age of preparation before My 

Return - the age of love engulfed in My Mercy.
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Jesus 

Returns

St. 

Augustine
2011-05-23

All who come to this site or read the Messages are called to their ongoing conversion in and 

through Holy Love. This Ministry is a preparation and strengthening for all that must happen 

before Jesus Returns. It is a Mission of Conversion - a Light of Truth - amidst the darkness of 

confusion.

I Return JESUS 2011-07-26

I come during these, the most desperate of times, to call all people and all nations into My 

Sacred Heart. When I Return, all will be one in the Truth. Begin to see that all I choose for 

you is present in My Heart. Fend off your accusers with St. Michael's Shield of Truth. Do not 

be confused by the verbiage of those who do not understand this Mission or its place in 

time. You must be warriors of love - fighting evil with the good of Holy Love. Allow My Call to 

you to transform your hearts and your lives, and the lives of those around you.

My Return JESUS 2011-09-20

Holy Love must be their spiritual portion now and in days to come. The signs are all around 

you of My Return. Do not let the enemy distract you from the only preparation that counts; 

that is, Holy Love in your heart. Holy Love is the Rapture; your flight away from all that is 

evil; your escape in difficulty; your refuge of safety. Do not fear but trust.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 2011-11-11

Once again, dear children, I am asking you to choose the side of Truth. Let the Messages be 

your refuge against error and falsehood. During these final days before My Son's Return, 

many who relish prestige are aligned with the enemy of lies. Do not be misled by who is 

speaking or impressed by nomenclature so much as you are impressed with the Truth.

My Return 

&                      

- Signs of My 

Return

JESUS 2011-11-14

All the signs are around you - the signs of these last days and of the reign of the Antichrist - 

the signs of My Return. People do not know the exact moment of specific happenings; this 

Mission is here now to predict the last days are unfolding. I prepare you with the umbrella of 

truth. I warn you to hold tight and do not allow Satan's lies to wash away your faith. Holy 

Love is the high ground you must seek. There I will protect you. The flood waters of 

confusion will not reach you. In your hearts, you know all is at hand. In your hearts, know 

that My Provision in every present moment is your consolation. You cannot pretend to know 

the difficulties which lie ahead. If your heart is prepared in Holy Love, then you must not be 

anxious concerning that which you do not know and cannot predict.

I Return JESUS 2011-11-15

You must live in the Truth for Truth to rule your heart and for Truth to rule in the world. In 

this light, I warn you to beware of secularization within church circles which, like many 

things, is being carried to the extreme. Now the Remnant must cling fast to Tradition, and 

avoid trying to pander to every other school of belief. When I Return, all will be one in the 

Light of Truth.

My Return JESUS 2012-02-28

Do not be fearful of these times in which you live, nor for the unfolding of events long 

predicted. The more mankind suffers, the quicker My Return and My Triumphant Reign. Do 

not be distracted by supposed dates of impending disaster. These are not of Me; rather, 

sanctify each present moment by surrendering to My Father's Will through Holy Love. This 

alone will bring peace more than any worldly preparation. This alone will lead you in trust.

My Return       

&                        

- Signs of My 

Return

JESUS 2012-04-15

Do not look outwardly for signs of My Return. Although these are all around you, I tell you, 

the first sign of the age of tribulation will be in hearts. Every soul will be given the 

opportunity to see into his own heart with the Light of Truth; then he will see with certainty 

what obstructs his way to My Heart. I do not come to predict the time of this awakening - 

only the Father knows the time. I come to inform you, and to prepare you to accept the 

Truth. Hasten to your conversion.
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My Son's 

Return
BVM 2012-07-20

Today, dear children, I am calling each and all of you to unity of heart. Be of one mind and 

one heart. Work towards the conversion of as many souls as possible before My Son's 

Return. This is why I am here in your midst seeking the Consecration of the heart of the 

world to Our United Hearts. This Consecration will increase the Remnant Faithful and 

strengthen it in what is to come. In many cases, it will unravel the lies Satan has woven into 

the fabric of society today.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 2012-11-07

Dear children, do not be disheartened. No prayer is wasted but is meritorious at the 

moment it is said, and for all eternity. These things must unravel before My Son's Return. 

Many things are as yet to unfold. What is of importance - now - is that we draw together as a 

spiritual remnant. Make of your hearts a holy nation. Come into the Mystical City of My 

Heart and do not fear. I am always your Heavenly Mother - your Holy Refuge in any conflict.

My Second 

Coming
JESUS 2013-01-19

Solemnly I tell you, all of Scripture, which refers to the times before My Second Coming, will 

be fulfilled. I ask your prayers and sacrifices for these times described in the Book of 

Revelation so that there will be less who will be fooled into apostasy and schism; and so that 

the Remnant will increase. Pray for the Victory of Truth in hearts.

Son's 

Second 

Coming

GTF 2013-01-27

In the world, every event is just now taking place in My Heart - the wars, persecutions, the 

decision of Roe v. Wade. But also I am experiencing My Son's Second Coming - His Triumph 

over the Antichrist and His Victorious Reign.

Son Returns BVM 2013-02-12

Today, I have come to remind you that what I have said all along is more significant now 

than ever; that is: it is what is in hearts that counts. The titles I was sent to request - 

Protectress of the Faith and Refuge of Holy Love - will take on added significance as the days, 

months and years progress. Remember, dear children, that every prayer you say affects the 

future of the world, as does every prayer you leave unsaid. God's Power comes through you 

when you pray. Therefore, make it your mission to unleash His Power in the world. Do not 

fear the future. Understand that many prophecies must be fulfilled before My Son Returns. 

Only the Father knows the hour of fulfillment. Stand shoulder to shoulder united in prayer as 

an army of prayer. Know that I, your Protectress and Refuge, stand with you.

Son Returns BVM 2013-05-05

Until mankind accepts the Creator's Role in the formation of life in the womb by man and 

wife, the world teeters on the threshold of imminent danger. These dangers, God in His 

Majesty, could readily resolve if mankind would repent. Dear children, when My Son 

Returns, you will have peace and unity everywhere in the world. All peoples and all nations 

will be living in Holy Love. The New Jerusalem will be on earth. Until then, Truth will struggle 

towards victory in hearts and in the world. Satan will continue to use the most unlikely 

individuals.
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Son's 

Second 

Coming

GTF 2013-08-25

This is the Season of Preparation for My Son's Second Coming. This preparation comes on 

the wind of great trials and the storms of lack of faith and narcissism. I have given humanity 

shelter from the wind and storms within the Refuge of Holy Love - the Immaculate Heart of 

Mary. I have offered the way of the spiritual journey through the Chambers of the United 

Hearts as a sure path to salvation. I have given you the added protection of the Protectress 

of the Faith. All of this safety from the wind and storms of this season of tribulation is 

fortified by the secure template of the Devotion to the Mournful Heart of My Son. This 

devotion lessens the blows of the wind and storms of this age. I have not abandoned you, 

My faithful children. Do not abandon Me. The Remnant will need to pull apart from every 

hypocrisy and untruth in order to be the Remnant.

Son's 

Victory
BVM 2013-11-02

Grace is constantly pouring into these Messages and onto the property. Like all grace, it 

takes an open heart to appreciate it. My Son's Victory will be a Triumph of Truth.

Son Returns BVM 2014-01-17

Those who live in the Truth in good conscience need to hold evil accountable for evil. If you 

try to accommodate evil, you become an instrument of evil - the consequence of which is 

ambiguity between right and wrong. There is no such thing as a gray line between these two. 

You cannot be a little bit right and a little bit wrong. For instance, if you support 

contraception but oppose abortion, you choose evil. If you choose to love some of your 

neighbors but not all, you are still not living in Holy Love. When My Son Returns, Truth will 

be victorious in all hearts. No one will be power-hungry or unforgiving. Each soul will be able 

to choose his own salvation. Evil will be seen as evil and will be absent in personal agendas. 

What was hidden in darkness will be shown in the light. I tell you these things today so that 

you will protect your God-given right to choose good over evil.

His Second 

Coming
JESUS 2014-04-27

(BVM preface: He refers briefly to His Second Coming when He will be seated on the Temple 

Mount.) Today, I come to make of you a new nation - a nation set apart from all others, a 

nation which is not bound by geographical borders, politics or economy. It shall be a nation 

like no other. It is destined to be a nation in hearts; hearts which embrace the Truth and live 

in Holy Love. This nation is formed from My Overflowing Mercy for souls. It will be governed 

by the Divine Will of My Father. He will show no favoritism; nor will He accommodate or 

pander to those in error. He will, at His Perfect Time, place Me in victory over all error and I 

will be seated on the Temple Mount. Then, you will be given the freedom to love Me openly 

and to pray whenever and wherever you desire.

Son's 

Triumphant 

Return

BVM 2014-09-15

My daughter, My Heart suffered just as My Son's Mournful Heart continues to suffer today - 

for the abuse of authority and the compromise of Truth. These are the swords which still 

pierce My Heart even as I speak to you this morning. These swords will not be removed until 

My Son's Triumphant Return. It is these sorrows which cause false religions, terrorism and 

silence in the face of many sins - sodomy, abortion and every form of transgression against 

Holy Love. Silence is the same as tolerance. Tolerance is the same as condoning. So you see 

how My Heart mourns for the sake of mankind today. Evil does not waiver in its resolve to 

win over the heart of the world. You, who listen to Me, must make every effort to make Our 

United Hearts known so that the world can consecrate its goals to this good and turn away 

from evil.

Jesus 

Returns

St. Francis 

de Sales
2014-10-20

Understand that if Truth divides good from evil, it is Truth that will be the Victory when 

Jesus Returns. So, as this Mission is maligned for supporting and representing the Truth, 

when the New Era of Peace comes, it will be held up as an everlasting sign of Truth.
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Jesus 

Returns
BVM 2015-02-13

Heaven has offered many graces here [Maranatha Spring and Shrine]: Devotion to the 

Protectress of the Faith and the Refuge of Holy Love, the Journey [of Personal Holiness] 

through the Chambers of the United Hearts, and Devotion to the Mournful Heart of Jesus, to 

mention a few. Any one of these, if taken seriously, could change the direction of society 

today. Instead, these graces are summarily dismissed - even defamed. The spiritual strength 

which could have come from any one of these devotions has been denied and evil has been 

strengthened due to this deficit. These errors will not be reversed due to pride until Jesus 

Returns, but the power and grace these revelations carried into the world was meant for 

these harrowing times. Much has been lost. None of these revelations were given fair 

consideration in the Light of Truth.

I Return JESUS 2015-03-06

Today, I have come to tell you that the Remnant Faithful is the hope and the foundation of 

the New Jerusalem; for when I Return, all people and all nations will be living according to 

the Father's Ten Commandments and the Moral Standards of Truth in Holy Love. Christian 

morals will be upheld and the Truth will be made clear. Live according to these precepts [Ten 

Commandments and Moral Standards of Truth] now, as it pleases Me. It is a sign of 

predestination. Once again, please know there are no geographical boundaries 

distinguishing the Holy Remnant [Faithful]. Rather, it is in hearts. The hallmark, the unity 

within the Remnant Faithful is that they do not oppose one another. Good does not oppose 

good. Only evil opposes good. Guard against self-righteousness as this is a trap Satan sets 

before you.

I Return JESUS 2015-05-07
When I Return, all who have chosen to abide in Me through Holy Love will share in the 

inheritance of the holy - Holy Love. Then all will be at peace.

My Return JESUS 2015-06-14

Until the time of the Triumph of Our United Hearts, which will be marked by My Return, you 

will experience a grave time of adversity. I have given you Mary, Refuge of Holy Love. I have 

given you the Seal of Discernment and the Blessing of Truth. This apparition site and these 

Messages are your preparation and strength for days ahead. I am with you and My Mother's 

Immaculate Heart is your Refuge. You are prepared if you have listened and believed. All of 

these devotions and graces I have given you are your ark of protection in the stormy days 

that lie ahead. you have the solemn duty of preparing others by spreading the devotions and 

knowledge of the graces offered here to as many as possible. Await the Triumph of Our 

United Hearts by preparing with the graces and devotions I have given you. Then your time 

of waiting will be peaceful - even joyful.

My Return JESUS 2015-06-15

This Mission offers strength and protection for the difficulties that have begun and will 

increase before My Return. This is the call to the Remnant Faithful to unite in the Chambers 

of Our United Hearts as a prescribed journey into personal holiness introduced here and 

offered nowhere else.

My Return JESUS 2015-06-20

These times of which I am now foretelling, the times of adversity before My Return, are 

forthcoming despite mankind's manipulation of the Truth. What will be important then is 

what is important now - recognition of the Truth over untruth - good over evil. Those who 

are prepared as warriors of Truth will not be tricked. Holy Love, just as it is today, will be a 

countersign of the reality of God's Law and God's Dominion over all hearts. So prepare with 

much introspection - making your hearts fortresses of Holy Love - barriers against the evil of 

popular opinion. Be this strength to one another.
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My Son's 

Return
BVM 2015-06-26

My Son is deeply saddened and His Mournful Heart most grievously wounded by today's 

Supreme Court decision which enables sodomy. This latest decision should bring home to 

you that most prominent leadership cannot be trusted. The majority of leaders - secular and 

religious - abuse their positions. Popularity is far more important than standing for the 

Truth. Popularity breeds money and power. Where were My Bishops and priests in the midst 

of this moral controversy? It was their job to lead their flock in the Truth of the difference 

between good and evil. Most were silent. Silence is Satan's masquerade of approval. These 

are the times before My Son's Return when clear direction needs to be given. Otherwise, 

there will be no Remnant Faithful.

My Return JESUS 2015-07-05

I am entrusting to this Mission a portion of the threshold of My Return, for it is through this 

Mission many will be drawn away from the errors of the day and into the Truth. My 

Mother's Heart is open to all who come to this site. She is ready to extend the grace of self-

knowledge to all. Souls should, therefore, be encouraged to make pilgrimages here - never 

discouraged.

Son's 

Victorious 

Return          

&                  

Son's 

Victory

BVM 2015-07-27

Dear daughter, you have waited patiently for My Arrival, never losing hope of My return to 

you. In a similar way, I invite all of My children to await My Son's Victorious Return. It is 

then all Truth will be victorious - all compromise exposed and defeated. Learn to appreciate 

every present moment! It may involve patient waiting for the unfolding of events. It may 

bear the fruit of the realization of some goal. Yet again, it may bring a cross, which I ask you 

to accept as a grace in disguise. You awaited My Arrival with a hopeful heart this morning, 

My daughter. So, too, I invite all of My children to welcome each present moment with Holy 

Love in their hearts. It is then you will taste My Son's Victory.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 2015-08-03

Dear Children, I continue to come here in your midst as My Son allows, to protect your faith, 

to heal and to guide. I offer you My Immaculate Heart as a Refuge during these times of 

great trial. You do not see nor do you comprehend so many of the dangers all around you, 

for they lie disguised by Satan's deceit. Therefore, Jesus reminds you through these 

Messages of the Commandments of Love which separate good from evil. Time is moving 

forward at a mysteriously great pace! Dear children, you must hasten to your conversion. Do 

not make the mistake of waiting for others to follow or join you. My efforts on your behalf, 

dear little children, will never be exhausted! The hour of My Son's Return is known only to 

the Father, yet all around you are the signs of the need of His Imminent Justice. So through 

all of this, you must stand for the Truth always based upon Holy Love. God's Laws do not 

change and are not mitigated to suit the times. Respond to God's Graces offered through 

this Mission without delay!

My Son's 

Return
GTF 2015-08-19

The season of the United Hearts is now. It is the United Hearts that will triumph and reign at 

My Son's Return. At that time, all will know and cherish the Truth of these Messages and 

these apparitions.

Son Returns BVM 2015-08-22

I am Queen over Heaven and earth not for My own benefit, but to give glory to God. I reign 

as My Son permits, notwithstanding the free will decisions of mankind. Therefore, My Reign 

is over good and evil. As Queen of the Holy Angels I continuously send angels to thwart and 

conquer the evil that is in hearts. All of Heaven - all of earth - will recognize Me as Queen 

when My Son Returns - all for the glory of God. My Son, in His Great Generosity, has given 

Me reign over believers and unbelievers alike. I reign over the hearts of those who oppose 

Me and who oppose the Truth. I reign over all the holy souls in Purgatory, continually 

presenting their plight to My Divine Son. 
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I Return JESUS 2015-08-23

The New Jerusalem is the Victory of Truth over evil. When I Return, as I will, all will be united 

in the Truth. Pleasing Me will be first and foremost in every heart. Evil will be defeated, as 

everyone will see Satan's handiwork for what it is. Until that time, you must always seek to 

keep My Commandment of Love, as Holy Love embraces all the Commandments. Do not 

waver in any way to please man. Stand firm in the Truth. 

My Son's 

Return
BVM 2015-08-24

Do not be frightened when you realize those whom you trusted have betrayed you. It is all 

part of these times and must take place before My Son's Return. As the evil in the world 

becomes more visible, God's Provision will unite the Remnant Faithful. Therefore, do not 

fear situations or circumstances of the day. Pray for Wisdom and you will know what to do 

and who to trust.

Son Returns BVM 2015-11-23

This is a Mission sent from God to change what is in hearts. Perhaps it is apparent now, in 

the face of all this terrorism, that hearts govern actions. When My Son Returns, all hearts 

will embrace Holy Love. Until then, I must use you, My dear children, to spread Holy Love 

around the world.

Son will 

Return
BVM 2016-02-13

Just as you believe on this cold winter day (-8 wind-chill) that spring will come and all of 

earth will burst into bloom, I invite you to believe that My Beloved Son will Return in glory in 

a Victory of Truth. These days Truth is difficult to recognize and on all levels has reached 

proportions of compromise never before seen in the world. You must learn to look beneath 

the vesture of supposed goodness and to recognize self-interest as the motive of many 

actions. Politics are not confined to public office but have taken root in the Church, on many 

job scenes and even amongst families. Do not make your choices always according to self-

gratification - self-love. Place God and His Commandments first and neighbor second. Truth 

will bloom in hearts when Holy Love is allowed to take root once again. My Son will Return 

as promised with Truth as His Shield.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 2016-02-26

The evil that you see all around you in Church and world politics must take place before My 

Son's Return. Each soul must pray not to fall under the influence of this present day evil. 

Pray to recognize it and to oppose it. Work towards your own perfection in virtue which 

takes you deeper into the Chambers of Our United Hearts. Do not be discouraged by any 

failure or weakness in virtue. Failure in virtue can lead to success if you trace the cause of 

each failure and work to overcome it. It is a grace to recognize your weaknesses. This grace 

comes only with humility of conscience.

He Returns BVM 2016-04-29

If you await earthly approvals, it may be too late for many. This apparition will be approved 

by My Son when He Returns. However, the world needs the support of this Mission now, 

more than the Mission needs the support of the world. Faith is at a premium these days and 

many have been deliberately misled to believe the wrong things. I come to protect your 

faith, but so many have been discouraged from seeking My Motherly protection. Dear 

children, change your priorities. It is not man's approvals you need - but God's approval. Do 

not allow anyone to obstruct your journey in grace.

Jesus 

Returns

St. 

Catherine 

of Siena

2016-04-29

The Flame of Truth - which is the Heart of Mary - will be victorious over all error, lies and 

jealousies before Jesus Returns. It is then, mankind will discover the Truth and recognize his 

own errors. Until this time, pray for the strength to persevere in the Truth.
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His Return BVM 2016-05-15

The signs of His Return are all around you. Do not wait for the next disaster. Be prepared 

always through prayer and sacrifice. Make the salvation of souls your priority and Holy Love 

your impetus.

I Return JESUS 2016-06-17

Around the world there are little pockets of faith. These are My Remnant Faithful. It is these 

I count on to staunchly cling to the Truths of the Tradition of Faith. These chosen few must 

not be swayed by controversy or opposition. At the same time, they must guard against 

sanctimony or self-righteousness. With courage they will be called upon to pass the faith on 

to future generations. When I Return, I will gather these brave souls into My Bosom and 

claim them as My own.

Son Returns BVM 2016-08-30

There are many victories of My Immaculate Heart, the greatest of which is when My Son 

Returns and casts Satan into Hell. However, before that Great Day, the victory of good over 

evil in each heart is a triumph I cherish. Of course, a great victory would be the illumination 

of the heart of the world as to where each soul stands before God. The establishment of this 

Ministry amidst hostile territory was a tremendous triumph. I cherish the good influence this 

Ministry has in a spiritually compromised area. Spirituality turns sterile when it is controlled 

by anyone. The rosaries said here are staying the Hand of God's Justice. The rosaries 

discouraged from being prayed here call upon God's Justice.

I Return JESUS 2016-11-29

Good will always be challenged by evil until Satan's final defeat when I Return. Therefore, 

understand there is not time to become complacent in any victory over evil. Be on guard and 

arm yourselves with Truth.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 2016-12-19

Satan does not want your peace and therefore, attacks your acceptance of Holy Love at 

every opportunity. Do not be unsuspecting, but be watchful of who and what circumstances 

oppose Holy Love in your heart. The hearts who abide in Holy Love are My army of believers 

whom I count on in these final hours - this season of preparation of My Son's Return.

My Return JESUS 2017-06-04

Today, of necessity, there is growing concern for the welfare of Christians around the world. 

This of course, is due to the errant beliefs of radicals. But I have obtained from My Father 

the promise of a renewed effort to maintain this country as a 'safe haven' for Christians. This 

property will most especially be a site of respite and peace apart from the persecution of 

innocent Christians. It will be, as it has been, a place of peace - a sanctuary of safety. This will 

be as Heaven commands with very little effort on the part of man. The focus here will be the 

salvation and welfare of souls. All of this persecution has to happen before My Return. It is 

so, as mankind is being brought into the reality of the Truth of his dependency upon God. 

Believe in what I am saying as you experience the peace on this property. It is real, just as My 

Words to you are real. I am using the Gifts of the Holy Spirit to strengthen the Remnant 

Faithful. Follow the inspirations the Spirit places in your heart.

Son will 

Return
GTF 2017-07-10

I am here with you - still hoping to inspire good - still hoping to inspire peace. Pray that the 

enemies of Christianity are disarmed. You see them in individuals - in some false religions 

and in whole nations. If good cannot unite now to oppose the evils of the day, you will hand 

the victory over to evil. Satan will have his war to end all wars. In the end, My Son will 

Return and there will be peace.
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Son Returns GTF 2017-11-13

I am the Eternal Father - Father of all nations and all people. I am now forming My Army of 

Truth - My Remnant Faithful. This is an army like no other. There is no visible leadership or 

weapons. The weapon I choose for this army is Truth itself. Members of this army are 

scattered over every continent - promoting the same agenda - the Victory of Truth. The 

pockets of supporters of this Army of Truth devote themselves to exposing Satan's lies and 

hidden agendas intent on uniting the world under the Antichrist. When My Son Returns, His 

will be a victory of Truth. His Kingdom of Truth will be the New Jerusalem. So, today, I invite 

you to willingly accept My Invitation to fight for the Truths of Tradition. Combat all 

compromise of Truth without regard for who will believe you or disbelieve. There are no 

boundaries or borders to contest in this war against untruth. Every heart is a battleground. 

None are exempt from attack.

His Second 

Coming
GTF 2017-11-22

As you experience the joyous glitter of the holiday season ahead, do not allow the material 

aspect of the season to take precedence over the real meaning of all the celebrations - that 

is the Birth of My Son. Keep your focus on this and do not be thrown off course by mass 

media and the commercial world. I want to prepare every heart for His Second Coming 

beginning with this holiday season.

My Son's 

Return
GTF 2017-12-08

I am your Heavenly Father - Lord of the Universe. The proclamation of the Immaculate 

Conception marked the beginning of the Marian Age - an era of many apparitions. My 

speaking to the world at this time marks the preparation for My Son's Return. It is 

impossible to celebrate one and not the other. The Holy Mother came to prepare the world 

for the Apocalypse. I am here for the same purpose. Hearts who refuse this heavenly 

preparation will find themselves uninspired in their time of need. I cannot prescribe to you 

anything better than to show Me your love for Me through obedience to My 

Commandments. Do not disregard My Son's summation of all of the Commandments which 

is Holy Love. Ultimately, all will be judged according to the Holy Love in their hearts, without 

which there is no salvation. In every present moment, I look only at hearts and urge you to 

stand guard over the Holy Love in your hearts - Satan is intent on destroying it.

My Son's 

Return
GTF 2017-12-31

I am the Eternal Now - Lord of all Creation. I have come to help you in many ways. As time 

unfolds and reveals what has been predicted in Scripture, you must realize that the book of 

Revelation is not a prescribed timeline of events. Rather, it reveals what will and must take 

place before My Son's Return. The content of this book is to be digested spiritually, not as 

the sequence of events. For example, one or more of the seven plagues could occur before 

the war of Armageddon. This is not a certainty, but an example. The important thing is to 

always have your heart ready. Prepare spiritually and you will not be surprised or frightened 

by worldly events. Do not waste time on dates or times or any interpretation thereof. 

Remain united in the Truth of My Dominion over you. This Truth is the groundwork of faith, 

hope and love.

Son's 

Second 

Coming

GTF 2018-04-05

The spiritual season you are in right now is one of preparation for My Son's Second Coming. 

The soul who is prepared has purified his heart of all iniquity. He dedicates part of his day to 

prayer. He recognizes the importance of sacrifice. He is not self-righteous. He has dusted off 

any semblance of judging others, as this is debris that stands between man's heart and the 

Heart of God. When he is thus presentable, he offers many prayers for others to be clothed 

in preparation. Man must take heed or else be unprepared.
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My Second 

Coming
JESUS 2018-04-08

My coming to you is to make the way clear for My Second Coming; that you will purify your 

hearts so that My Light can flood them. Surrender to Me all your iniquity, all your fears and 

all your doubts. I come to you to bring you true peace, not the false peace that Satan wants 

you to believe in. Trust in Me.

My Son's 

Return
GTF 2018-04-30

The trust I have in you, My chosen children, during these last days before My Son's Return, 

has no dimension in the world, but is so necessary in the scheme of things. I call you to 

protect the faithful by making known the Holy Mother's title 'Protectress of the Faith'. I call 

you to come together as a Remnant Faithful. I call you to choose and support life as anything 

other than that calls upon My Wrath. I call you to obey and to support the Commandments. 

Be a sign in the world of unity in righteousness. Surrender any pride that is the fruit of your 

own will. Be supple instruments in My Hands. Honor Me. Be true to Me. Be a friend of the 

Truth.

I Return GTF 2018-09-29

I am cleaning up and sweeping out the household of the heart of the world. In so doing, 

mankind will readily discern what is good and what is evil. He will see My Will and accept it 

readily. This chore will not be complete until I Return to earth in the Heart of My Son. It is 

then that My Kingdom on earth will be established. I will share My Son's Victory, as too, will 

His Holy Mother. We are united in purpose and in My Will.

Son Returns GTF 2018-10-25

I am the Alpha and the Omega. I see all and know all. It is I Who carefully direct events of 

each present moment towards each soul's salvation. World events are permitted by Me to 

unite good against evil. I engineer the events that could lead to peace, if souls would only 

cooperate with My Grace. When My Son Returns, My Divine Will will rule the heart of the 

world.

Son Returns GTF 2018-12-02

Children, today, I transcend time and space and enter the realm of My Creation to address 

My Remnant Faithful. I call upon My Remnant to be united in the Truths of the Tradition of 

Faith. Do not be persuaded - any of you - into compromise. Do not oppose one another on 

matters of no account. Remember, Satan fosters controversy. It is this Remnant I am 

counting on to carry the Tradition of Faith forward into future generations and through 

future trials. To do so, you must, in your hearts, be united. The Remnant Faithful are 

everywhere and yet nowhere, for they are not established in one geographical area, nor do 

they occupy one parish. My Remnant are scattered throughout the world until My Son 

Returns. I will share His Victory with you when all will be one with Me.

Son's 

Second 

Coming

GTF 2018-12-15

This season is all about preparedness. I am not speaking to you about being prepared for 

Christmas by virtue of many gifts and decorations. I speak to you about the season of being 

prepared for the Tribulation and My Son's Second Coming. This reminder of what really is 

important does not come to you wrapped in pretty paper or with a bow on it, but it is more 

important than any gift you will or have received. Most do not recognize the perilous times 

you live in. Temptations to sin are all around you. Morals are set aside in favor of ambitious 

gain. The material world for most is the Alpha and the Omega. These are the unfortunate 

souls who will be tossed about like leaves in the wind when steadfastness in faith counts. In 

this season of preparedness - be prepared, as much scripture comes to life just as the Eternal 

Word came to life in the manger.
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Son's 

Second 

Coming

GTF 2018-12-17

Children, be appreciative of every present moment which I give you. It is one moment closer 

to your final judgment, to My Son's Second Coming and to final peace in the world. Each 

moment is a step closer to your personal holiness.  Each present moment can be a building 

block in our deeper relationship, if you allow it. One way to deepen your relationship with 

Me is to practice trust. To the loving soul, trust is like a prayer that is unspoken, but comes 

from the heart. I listen most attentively to the petitions of the one who trusts in Me. If you 

trust in Me, you are willing to accept My answer to your prayers even if it is not what you 

expect. Trust allows you to wait to see how My Will works for your good. The grace of the 

present moment often passes unnoticed, but the one who trusts in Me can appreciate My 

gift of each passing moment.

My Son's 

Return
GTF 2019-01-07

There can never be a good reason to accept sin. Good versus evil is still in the world and will 

be until My Son's Return. I hold life sacred. I am the One Who gives life and, as should be, 

the One Who takes it away. These are evil times when moral relativism is winning out. This is 

true in the compromise of life itself, to challenges against marriage, and the confusion that 

has overshadowed gender. Man is making choices that are not his to make and then 

composing excuses for his errors.

His Return   

&                   

His Second 

Coming         

&                  

My Son's 

Return

GTF 2019-01-25

Children, trust Me when I tell you the time grows short until My Son's Return. Do not trust 

anyone who professes to know the exact hour of His Return. I alone know that. Not even My 

Son is privy to that information. I will not share it here to you. I will with love point out the 

signs of His Second Coming. The world suffers greater and greater natural disasters. Moral 

degeneration is the accepted norm. I must look with patience to find a 'just man'. It is prayer 

and sacrifice which forestalls the great suffering to precede My Son's Return. For the sake of 

the just, I am mitigating this hour of My Justice and shortening the days which are a portent 

of His Return. I come to encourage the just in their prayers and sacrifices. You are building 

the pillars of the New Jerusalem. Continue and never be discouraged.

He Returns 

&                 

His Coming  

&                 

My Son's 

Return          

&              

Son's 

Second 

Coming

GTF 2019-01-26

My children, just as the snow is preparing you for the season of spring, My speaking to you is 

preparing you for My Son's Second Coming. When My Son walked the earth He spoke to you 

from hilltops. I speak to you from these Messages which you must take to heart. My Son 

spoke the words of Holy Love - to love Me above all else and your neighbor as yourself. I 

speak to you asking you to put Holy Love in action by forgiving one another. Have a forgiving 

heart. In that way, you will be prepared for His Coming no matter when it may be. If you 

hold grudges against your neighbor, how will you recognize Jesus when He Returns? Pray to 

see Jesus in your neighbor. If you can truly do this, you will be unable to bear a grudge 

against anyone. When you meet My Son at your judgment, He will forgive you the way you 

always forgave your neighbor on earth. True forgiveness prepares you for My Son's Return.

Son Returns GTF 2019-02-01

When My Son Returns, all will be made new again. Earth will not reflect My Wrath and its 

righteous fury. Peace will reign in all hearts. The New Jerusalem will descend upon earth. All 

will live according to My Will. Won't it be spectacular? Your 'yes' in the present moment to 

Holy Love is your choice to build up My Kingdom on earth. I cannot make it simpler. Choose 

to live in Holy Love and, in so doing, choose My Kingdom of My Divine Will in your heart. 

Choices either reflect My Wrath or My Victory.
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Son's 

Second 

Coming

GTF 2019-02-01

From the beginning of mankind's existence, bad choices have changed the relationship 

between man's heart and Mine. I call man to live in peace with one another. Man chooses 

aggression and war. I give life in the womb. Mankind legalizes the choice to kill life in the 

womb. I call each soul to personal holiness. Man devotes himself to the world around him. 

These choices clearly oppose My Son's Second Coming.

Son's 

Second 

Coming

GTF 2019-02-02

As you stand on the threshold of spring, you anticipate the awakening of new life in the 

natural world. In the spiritual world I continue to send new life into souls through these 

Messages. I attempt through these Messages to prepare hearts for My Son's Second 

Coming. I wish to dress all of My children in the beauty of a fervent faith - a faith eager to be 

shown to the world; a faith which gives light where there has been darkness - life where 

there has been no life. All your temptations are weeds which block your spiritual growth. 

One by one they must be eradicated. Allow Me to make your hearts into a thing of beauty 

which brightens the world around you.

Son's 

Second 

Coming

GTF 2019-02-21

False religions such as Islam, Buddhism and many more are pulling people apart and causing 

division between nations. The Truth of My Commandments calls for unity amongst all 

people and all nations. The Truth does not call for a One World Leader. Such a one is the 

forerunner of My Wrath and My Son's Second Coming. True unity does not open the door to 

dictatorship. It opens the door to unity in the Truth of My Commandments.

Son's 

Second 

Coming

GTF 2019-03-03

Children, prepare your hearts during this upcoming Lenten Season as though you were 

preparing for My Son's Second Coming. Sweep clean the household of your soul of all 

iniquity. Make your hearts free of distractions. Pay attention as to what is consuming the 

affections of your heart. Allow the Tabernacle of My Son's Heart to open and admit you in 

off-and-on throughout the day. If you are busy in the world, say little ejaculatory prayers off-

and-on intermittently as you work - 'Jesus, I love You.', 'Mary, My Heavenly Mother, come to 

My aid.

Son's 

Second 

Coming

GTF 2019-03-04

Wake up as to the difference between good and evil! Do not consent to the gullible nature 

of society today that accepts everything as good so long as it is pleasurable. Such goals in life 

will never promote a generation that is ready for My Son's Second Coming. Have regard for 

My Commandments which point the way to your salvation. It is what you place in your heart 

as most important that determines your eternal reward. I charge you to let Me be first in 

your lives and in your hearts. This is the reason I created you. Allow Me to take dominion 

over your hearts. It is only in this way My Dominion over the heart of the world will be 

restored. Do not wait for My Wrath to change your goals. Turn to Me with repentant hearts.

Son Returns GTF 2019-03-10

When My Son Returns, all the controversy around this Mission will be laid to rest. Truth will 

be victorious over every lying spirit. The precious Truth of these Messages will resonate in 

hearts. Until then, I am rewarding those who stand firm in their faith despite opposition.
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His Second 

Coming         

&                 

My Son's 

Return

GTF 2019-03-12

I do not offer you knowledge of timelines for when each event leading up to My Son's 

Return will take place. I am asking you to quietly prepare your hearts as the greatest trials 

have yet to occur. It is your faith which must sustain each soul that will experience the times 

preceding His Second Coming. It is Holy Love which anchors your faith. Therefore, live as 

warriors of love and faith, for these are your armor and ammunition. Make the most of 

every present moment by living out your faith in Holy Love. This is the best preparation I call 

you to. No other supposed plan will be your protection. Even now, you are engaged in a war 

of Truth against Satan's lies.

Son's 

Second 

Coming

GTF 2019-03-27

The signs are all around you of My Son's Second Coming. Few are preparing for His Season 

of Victory. Few even stop their routine lives enough to recognize it. The harvesting angels 

will come as foretold - separating the good from the evil. The souls who have chosen Holy 

Love as a way of life will be escorted to the Kingdom of Heaven. Those who have not and do 

not choose to embrace My Commandments will spend eternity regretting their choices. Pay 

attention at all times which direction your free-will choices are leading you. I do not come to 

choose for you. I come to enlighten you as to the times in which you live. Prepare.

Son Returns 

&             

Son's 

Second 

Coming

GTF 2019-03-28

My children, yesterday, My Words to you were to be prepared for My Son's Second Coming. 

Today, I come to tell you how to be prepared. He looks only at hearts. Therefore, it is what 

you hold in your heart that is important. Prepare your hearts as though you are building an 

'ark' of Truth in them - the Truth being Holy Love. Build the walls of this 'ark' steep and 

impregnable by any enemy of the Truth. This is so, for in the last days the Truth will be 

unrecognizable except by the scrutiny of Holy Love. Your arsenal and your tools as you build 

this ark of Truth are one and the same - prayer and sacrifice. These are what will build the 

ark and also defend it. Do not believe that any material gain or the goods of the world will 

matter when My Son Returns. He will see what is in hearts. That is what counts.

Son will 

Return              

&                   

Son's 

Second 

Coming

GTF 2019-04-14

Children, in your hearts and in the world, you are preparing for the great Feast of Easter. I 

tell you, you must also prepare for My Son's Second Coming. There is no date on your 

calendars to mark this occasion. Be alert as to the times in which you live. I am asking for My 

Remnant to stand apart from the secular world. Be united in prayer and sacrifice. Do not 

allow those who are devoted to the world to challenge your commitment to the Truth. Be 

staunch in your belief that My Son will Return. Be examples of this commitment to others. It 

is in that way, My Remnant Faithful will increase.

Jesus' 

Second 

Coming         

&                

Son Returns 

&              

Son's 

Second 

Coming

GTF 2019-06-21

My Children, in the world you have learned to prepare for coming events. You prepare for 

holidays, weddings and even the events of the day. How is it you are not preparing for the 

Victory of My Son's Second Coming? You do not know the sequence of events leading up to 

it. It could be as close as your next breath, or as far distant as the next generation. The 

purpose of My speaking here is to awaken hearts as to the way they walk - to their priorities, 

which are apparent in the world of politics.  When My Son Returns it will not matter what 

high position you have in the world or what you own. All worldly standards will be set aside. 

It is then that what you love in your hearts will determine your eternal destiny. If you do not 

believe in hell, it does not change the reality of its existence. If you do not believe in My Will, 

the same holds true. I come to you to help you to love My Will. When you accept My Will, I 

can help you to follow the path of perfection. I give you these times to prepare for Jesus' 

Second Coming by means of embracing My Will in the present moment.
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I Return JESUS 2019-10-31

I am calling all people and all nations to be united in the Tradition of Faith, for this is the way 

to appease My Most Mournful Heart. Few there are who understand this call. Many do not 

even draw a distinction between the conservative Traditions of Faith and liberal attitudes. 

The souls who do cling to Tradition are often ridiculed and mocked. These are My chosen 

Remnant. When I Return, the Remnant will be a small shining light amidst a cloud of 

confusion which is settling upon the Church. This Remnant, which is forming in hearts, was 

My consolation during My Passion and Death. Even then, I saw the grave turmoil that would 

fall upon the faithful during these last days.

Son Returns GTF 2019-12-03

Children, many things have to occur in the world before My Son Returns to earth clothed in 

victory. My Wrath must come. My Justice must be satisfied. I speak to you through this 

Messenger in an effort to increase and strengthen My Remnant Faithful. Enfolded in this 

effort is My Grace to expose and to help you recognize evil. This is why you must be children 

of the Light - the Light being the Truth. My Remnant must be united in the Truth of My 

Commandments and in the Traditions of Faith. During these evil times, these Truths have 

been greatly compromised even by spiritual leaders. The Faith has never been so under 

attack in such a way that evil is not even recognized. My Remnant must seek the protection 

of Mary, Protectress of the Faith - a role so urgently needed in this age of confusion. She will 

protect you no matter your religious affiliation if you are Christian. These are times of 

faithful heroism. Be united in the Truth. Stand together as My heroic Remnant.

My Son's 

Return
GTF 2019-12-18

Children, preparing your hearts for Christmas is very important, but more important is 

preparing your hearts for My Son's Return and your own final judgment. So many live as 

though they will never be held responsible for their sins or their lack of responsibility before 

Me. Time catches up with everyone. Live today as though there is no tomorrow. If My Son 

were to return today, how many would be caught in grave sin - in lifestyles unpleasing to 

Me? Repentance is an unsavory word in these times when so many pay no heed as to their 

own salvation. This is why I have set apart My Remnant Faithful. You, dear ones, must lead 

exemplary lives - lives that are a reflection of your love for Me and My Commandments. Do 

not be afraid to stand out amidst today's unbelievers. I am with you. I am your provision, 

protection and your defense.

Son Returns GTF 2020-01-26

In this present moment which I have prepared for you, I reveal that My Remnant Faithful is 

dwindling. Souls try to reason out matters of faith instead of accepting their faith as the gift 

that it is. This is how intellect becomes the tool of Satan. Children, it is not your calling to 

explain in human terms what I have allowed you to know through the Holy Spirit - the Spirit 

of Truth. So many have lost their way by placing matters of faith merely on a human level. 

Living a faith-centered life is not easy. Society today and modern-day morals oppose every 

Truth of Faith. The human reason and erroneous free-will choices have displaced faith in 

hearts. This is what is interiorly attacking My Remnant Faithful. By the time My Son Returns 

to earth, My Remnant will be in the minority and very small. This is already evident. Regard 

your faith as a precious treasure. Do not hesitate to call upon the intercession of Mary, 

Protectress of the Faith. Desire to keep your faith.
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My Son's 

Return               

&                  

Son Returns

GTF 2020-02-20

Every soul is a composite of its decisions for or against Holy Love. The soul is not victorious 

by any means outside of Holy Love. Treat each present moment as an opportunity and a test 

of the Holy Love in your heart. Be a sign of Holy Love to others. This is My Plan for the whole 

human race. It is the only way the world can avoid war, be at peace and live in My Will in 

every present moment. The soul cannot succeed in living in Holy Love unless he remembers 

to employ My help in his decisions. Every sin is a transgression of Holy Love. When My Son 

Returns, Holy Love will be victorious in every heart. I am forming My Remnant in and around 

Holy Love. They will be prepared for My Son's Return. Choose to be a part of My Remnant 

by merit of your decisions.

Son Returns GTF 2020-03-13

This health threat - this virus - is permitted as a sign of these latter times before My Son 

Returns in victory. It is life-changing in My attempt to awaken the sleepy conscience of the 

heart of the world. I mourn the fact that it takes such measures to do so. I saw all of this 

coming, but woefully, I had to permit it.

Son's 

Triumphant 

Return

BVM 2020-05-05

When you hold in your hearts good and positive thoughts, you are defeating Satan in his 

plans to be victorious in the present moment. Every season in the world brings with it 

individual characteristics. This season of spring is generally fickle in what it brings. The 

weather is undependable. The signs of summer appear amidst frigid temperatures, but, My 

children, carry the promise of better days to come in your hearts and you will still be joyful. 

This is true, also, if you contemplate My Son's Triumphant Return to earth even though you 

live amongst much sin and error.

Son's 

Triumphant 

Return

GTF 2020-05-15

Children, do not be dismayed by the changes taking place in the world these days. These 

things must happen before My Son's Triumphant Return to earth.  Place your hearts in My 

Son's Presence and thereby receive the supernatural strength you need to be courageous in 

the trials which must occur as a precursor to His Victory.  Accept these trials, which are 

necessary in My Plan to defeat Satan. In Heaven, every trial will be lifted.  We will be 

together forever without frustrations. You will be at peace for all eternity.  Until then, accept 

each present moment with joyful courage.  Trust in My Provision throughout all that is to 

come.

My Son's 

Return
GTF 2020-08-25

You do not know the hour of My Son's Return.  Nor do you know the hour of your 

demise.  Therefore, be ready In every present moment.  Purify your hearts as though you are 

standing before Jesus in judgment.  Do not embrace self-love to such a degree that you 

cannot see your own unworthiness.  Give to Me every distraction and problem.  I am always 

with you when you are in a state of grace.  Remember, the smallest matter that you fail to 

surrender to Me can become bigger than reality.  Therefore, pray to embrace and be 

embraced by the Truth.

My Son's 

Return
GTF 2020-09-05

Children, during these times, which must occur before My Son's Return, live prayerfully, 

making certain that all your decisions are in accord with My Divine Will.  Let there be peace 

in your heart and peace all around you - for what is in your hearts is then in the world 

around you.  Be united in peace.  It is Satan who seeks to divide you.  You will always have 

different opinions but bring your opinions to Me and let Me help you decide. Live in union 

with My Commandments.  This is what makes the difference between war and peace.  Do 

not waste time on silly indifferences that do not count towards My overall call to world 

peace.  You will never change the course of the world by arguing.  This can only be 

accomplished through prayer and fasting.  In this way, peaceful decisions will be made and 

will be long-lasting. Little children, be part of My happiness on earth and you will be joyful in 

Heaven.
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My Son's 

Return          

&             

Son's 

Coming

GTF 2020-12-03

Think of My Son's coming to you on Christmas as a prelude to My Son's Return. Then, every 

heart will be restored to righteousness.  Politics will not be the source of sin and anxiety.  

Disordered self-ambition will never again enter hearts.  Anger will not control decisions.  

Truth will reign supreme.  Please understand I await My Son's Coming, also.  I understand 

the frustration of the righteous as they experience the evil all around them.  To you I say, 

persevere.  I need your prayers and sacrifices more than ever during these times of waiting.  

Every prayer counts.  Souls have never been this needy before.  Today, as I gaze upon the 

world, I see Sodom and Gomorrah and the days of Noah combined.  Find your ark of peace 

in prayer and sacrifice.  I am with you holding your hand.

My Son's 

Return          

&             

Son's 

Second 

Coming

GTF 2021-02-22

Children, prepare your hearts for My Son's Second Coming every day by praying for His 

Victory in all hearts.  Grasp the victory in your own heart through prayer and sacrifice.  Take 

the sword of victory in your hand and protect yourself from Satan's discouragement.  Be 

courageous in your fight for the Truth.  Truth is the precursor of My Son's Return.

Son Returns GTF 2021-08-01

Nation shall rise against nation until My Son Returns.  Only then will all hearts be convicted 

and converted in Holy Love.  It is Holy Love that will be victorious over all heresy and 

apostasy.  At that time, Satan will not be able to insinuate his way into hearts.  Apostasy and 

heresy will be exposed for what they are. When the Truth is difficult to discover, you must 

pray for perseverance in discernment, remembering that Satan hides the Truth behind lies.  

It is Satan's trickery and lies that will seat the Antichrist on his throne.  In the end, the Holy 

Mother's Immaculate Heart will triumph in Truth.

Son Returns GTF 2021-10-10

Think of the glory of a conversion of heart.  One moment the soul is being cast about like a 

leaf in the wind with no direction or purpose.  The next moment he knows Jesus and is filled 

with the warmth of the Holy Spirit.  He is led into the richness of My Grace.  He understands 

the great mysteries of the Faith and accepts his lowliness before Me.  He is filled with the 

desire to know Me better and to love Me.  He loves his neighbor.  He respects and desires to 

obey My Commandments.  His life has meaning beyond the material world. It is for this 

reason I urge your rosaries for the conversion of the heart of the world.  Think of the great 

order such a conversion would bring.  People would be living to please Me - not just 

themselves.  My Commandments would hold up in court, as the Justice System would know 

the difference between good and evil based upon My Commandments.  Order between 

good and sin would be restored in all the world.  This is how it will be when My Son Returns.  

Pray daily for the conversion of the heart of the world.

Son Returns GTF 2021-10-13

Children, gather together under the umbrella of My Will.  Allow your attitudes to be one 

with Mine - this is what pleases Me.  Rebelliousness is sin.  When we are of one mind and 

intention, we can change the heart of the world. The heart of the world is most important as 

it charts the course of salvation or damnation.  If people can discern good from evil, they will 

not pull My Wrath down upon themselves.  They will not test My Patience.  Then every 

season of existence will be joyous and peaceful. As it is, there are many controversies which 

find their solution in error.  Politics decide moral issues.  Evil sits in high places. When My 

Son Returns will He find any sincere faith?
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Jesus' 

Second 

Coming

GTF 2021-11-17

All that is taking place in the world today, man's general apathy towards the Truth of My 

Commandments and his indifference towards his own salvation, have to take place before 

Jesus' Second Coming. As you experience these sins of indifference, remember My telling 

you this. Do not be discouraged, but understand events are flowing along according to My 

pace. Help Me by spreading these Messages far and wide with confidence and enthusiasm. I 

have chosen each one of you to be in the place you are now which is advantageous to the 

evangelization I call you too. Pray that you are strong in fulfilling My Call to you. You are 

messengers of the Truth.

My Son's 

Return
GTF 2021-11-26

Today, dear children, I invite you to patient sacrifice. This is the type of sacrifice that is most 

powerful in upsetting Satan's plans. Your patience is one with your acceptance of My 

Paternal Will for you. This is the surrender that is needed before My Son's Return.

Son Returns GTF 2021-11-28

Children, when you pray, offer as one of your petitions the conversion of the heart of the 

world. Every prayer thus offered changes some heart somewhere. Do not listen to Satan's 

discouragement. There is still time on the spiritual clock - which takes account of the spirit of 

the world - to mitigate what is to come. I do not listen to the heart of evil which takes charge 

of so many hearts. I listen to the steady heartbeat of Truth which, even at this late hour, is 

winning over many hearts. When My Son Returns, His will be a victory of Truth. It is through 

the Spirit of Truth souls can and will be saved. It is the Truth which determines the future of 

the world. The Scale of Justice is a Scale of Truth versus Satan's lies. The more souls who 

accept the Truth of the obedience to My Commandments, the less My Wrath swells in My 

Paternal Heart. Pay heed to what I say today.

Son Returns GTF 2022-03-08

The most underprivileged in the world today are the ones who do not recognize the Truth of 

the difference between good and evil. These are the ones whose eternal salvation hangs in 

the balance. Too often, they will not listen to reason. The reality of the danger they are in 

escapes them. This is why it is so important to pray for unbelievers. These unfortunate souls 

do not understand the jeopardy they are in - the reality of Hell or the Glory of Heaven that 

they are forfeiting. Most unbelievers do not pay heed to the choices they make on a daily 

basis and of the consequences of their choices. These are the last days before My Son 

Returns. Satan is doing all in his power to gather souls into his flock. Therefore, I urge you to 

pray intensely for an awakening of the Holy Spirit in hearts and in the world.

My Second 

Coming
JESUS 2022-04-24

Children, today, be at peace as you abide in the Mercy of My Heart. Practice My Mercy by 

forgiving one another and living in harmony. My Mercy will soon pass into My Hour of 

Justice. Therefore, prepare your hearts by cleansing them of any iniquity and awaiting My 

Second Coming. Today, I come to you, asking you to place My Mercy in your hearts as it is 

My most important gift to you. Do not allow the world or the people in the world to talk you 

out of it. For I am always ready to forgive the repentant heart.

Son Returns GTF 2022-06-15

When My Son Returns, there will be no false or pretentious religions. The Truth will reign in 

all hearts. All hearts will be united in the Truth of worshiping Me as Creator. I will rule over 

all hearts. My Son will be recognized as the Savior. People will worship as one body of Truth. 

There will be no persecution of the Truth. My children will not be fed lies of Satan in the 

form of world news and false religions. I long for this time and yet I dread the hour when it 

will be too late for souls to choose their own salvation. Continue to pray for the conversion 

of all souls and the conversion of the heart of the world. Make good use of the time I allot 

you which is the present moment.
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My Son's 

Return
GTF 2022-08-23

The affairs of the world are directly related to the depth of personal holiness in hearts. Take 

for instance the peaceful conversion of Russia which was brought about by much prayer. As 

that prayer intention tapered off, Russia is returning to her role as political aggressor (the 

Ukraine). As hearts become less holy, world events take on less of a connection with Me and 

My Commandments. All of these things must happen before My Son's Return. This is no 

reason to weaken your prayer effort, however. The greater the Remnant Faithful, the more I 

will mitigate certain events.

My Son's 

Return
BVM 2022-11-11

Dear children, today and always, let your lives be a reflection of the mutual love between 

you and God. My Apparitions to Bernadette in Lourdes were a call to healing for a 

generation that had drifted far away from love and dependency on God. There has been 

some good accomplished in the lives of believers. However, the people of that generation 

were more easily convinced of Heaven's intervention in their lives. These days, there have 

been many miracles here, but no positive support from the Church. On the contrary, much 

negative response has been propagated. Papa God will continue to offer support here during 

these difficult times. Believers should unite in prayer as time passes quickly - racing towards 

My Son's Return. Dear children, prepare your hearts for the future by consecrating every 

present moment to the Will of the Father. I hold each of you in My Immaculate Heart and 

embrace you in your efforts to live in Holy and Divine Love.

My Son's 

Return          

&              

Send My 

Son

GTF 2023-01-26

Children, when I speak to you through these Messages, it is My daily contact with this 

generation of believers. I am charging you with acting upon My Words to you, not as you 

choose, but as I instruct you. Understand then, I am calling each of you to be a responsible 

messenger, passing along My Words to this generation. I am readying this age for the age to 

come which is when I will send My Son back into the world. You do not comprehend the 

difference your belief will mean to souls. Most will not be prepared for My Son's Return. 

Thousands of souls will be lost. Your faith in Holy Love can change hearts and even prepare 

the world for what lies ahead. Choose to be a positive instrument in My Hands.

Jesus 

Returns
GTF 2023-01-27

Children, adore the Holy Love in your hearts, for it is by means of Holy Love you are able to 

obey My Commandments. This is how you will be judged - by virtue of the degree of Holy 

Love in your hearts.  When Jesus Returns, it will be on the wings of Holy Love.

Son Returns GTF 2023-02-04

Children, once again, I encourage you to be children of Light - a reflection of the Light of 

Truth. Give the positive example of Truth to everyone and in every place. These times are 

difficult if for no other reason that the Truth has been obscured through false discernment. 

This generation has had to fight in the trenches in order to maintain the Truth. When My 

Son Returns, it will be on the wings of Truth. None shall withstand against Him. Choose now 

to align with the Light of Truth.

My Son's 

Return
GTF 2023-02-16

The dangers to your faith are too numerous these days for you to sort out the Truth from 

Satan's lies. There is little time before My Son's Return, when He will scatter the proud and 

draw together those who love Him. I speak to you in Holy Love - the shadow of which is your 

salvation.
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Moment of 

Judgment
Jesus 2001-11-30

The debit and credit will be according to the Holy Love in each heart at the moment of 

judgment.

Moment of 

Judgment
Jesus 2002-03-01

I have come to help the souls of every nation to realize that I do not look at exteriors when I 

judge. I look only at the heart. The Holy Love or lack of Holy Love in each heart at the 

moment of judgment determines the soul's eternity. How foolish then to place the hope of 

your eternal salvation upon some invisible mark that you hope to receive by running here or 

there. Holy Love in your heart is the sign I look for. There are those who hear these 

Messages, but the Messages remain in their intellect and never reach their hearts. Hearing 

the Messages and coming to the site will not save your soul. The Message must come alive in 

your heart to bear fruit, for I do not look at the enormity of the intellect at the moment of 

judgment, either. This is why many devotions, visits to shrines or a holy exterior are 

unimpressive to Me unless they proceed from a loving and humble heart. Seek your 

salvation--each of you--by means of the interior grace My Mother puts in your heart, 

enabling you to come deeper into Holy Love.

Moment of 

Judgment
BVM 2007-12-12 No one can circumvent his moment of judgment before My Son.

Moment of 

Judgment
BVM 2011-10-07

Please realize that every day and every present moment holds special graces for each soul 

towards conversion, deeper holiness and union with God's Holy and Divine Will. Through 

devotion to the Most Holy Rosary, the soul opens more readily to these graces, and 

responds more positively to them. This is true, for I am most attentive to the needs of My 

children who come into My Arms through the prayer of the rosary. These souls receive My 

Motherly care and protection. I will never abandon them. At their moment of judgment, I 

am their defense. I give them courage through the grace of My Immaculate Heart. The 

rosary, you see, is the doorway to My Son's Most Sacred Heart - Source of All Goodness.

Moment of 

Judgment
Jesus 2012-03-07

I have come to once again reassure you and guide you concerning the future. If your heart is 

prepared in Holy Love, then you are prepared; then you will be open to the inspiration of the 

Holy Spirit as to what to do and when. Do not look to certain dates which are bandied about 

and are of pagan origins. Heaven does not give dates. Holy Love prepares you for the 

fulfillment of Scripture and for your own moment of judgment. Holy Love leads you into My 

Father's Divine Will, for it is the Divine Will. You cannot add one moment to your life through 

worry or from stockpiling commodities. The time of your judgment is already written in the 

Book of Life. Prepare your hearts in Holy Love first; then you will be led.

Moment of Judgment
This sub-theme has been added to give special importance to           

that moment when a person's soul comes before Jesus Christ            

for their final judgment after their last breath.
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Moment of 

Judgment
BVM 2014-04-04

These days, there is an errant attitude in the heart of the world that demands recognition of 

those who choose sinful life styles as acceptable. This attitude demands all the rights and the 

same treatment as those who have not chosen the sin of sodomy. But, solemnly I tell you, at 

the moment of judgment, God separates the wheat from the chaff. There will be no 

negotiations or cries of foul play, but only judgment according to the Ten Commandments 

and the soul's adherence to them.

Moment of 

Judgment
BVM 2015-02-16

With this in mind, let us now look at the first moral standard of Truth as it pertains to the 

Remnant Faithful. There is a final judgment for each soul. Each soul has his moment of 

judgment before My Son. Each soul will be judged according to the Holy Love or the absence 

of Holy Love in his heart as he draws his last breath. This Truth does not change according to 

circumstance. Holy Love is the doorway and path to salvation. No one enters Heaven who 

does not love God above all else and his neighbor as himself. Holy Love is God's Will in 

action. If you make Holy Love a way of life, you will be prepared for the moment of 

judgment before My Son. You will not be caught off-guard. Do not think that in that moment 

before My Son you can negotiate your way into Heaven. At that moment, My Son sees 

clearly into the virtue of your heart. Be ready!

Moment of 

Judgment
BVM 2015-11-21

I desire you know that I present each one of My children who is devoted to the Holy Rosary 

to My Son at their moment of judgment. I speak in support of these children of Mine and 

surround them with grace. Many angels also surround them in gratitude for all the rosaries 

said during their lifetime.

Moment of 

Judgment
BVM 2017-01-03

When each soul stands before Jesus in judgment, it will not matter what everyone else 

believed - only what was in the soul's heart at the moment of judgment. Hopefully this 

would be the Truth of Holy Love.

Moment of 

Judgment
GTF 2018-02-01

Holy Love is the key that opens the door to grace and reveals evil for what it is. No one can 

advance in holiness apart from Holy Love. It cannot be feigned or superficial. I see all that 

the heart conceals. Some think, mistakenly, that they can negotiate with My Son at their 

final judgment. At the moment of judgment, each one is judged in the Truth of Holy Love. 

No one can change the Truth. If you do many charitable works, you will be judged on the 

love you have in your heart with which you performed them. Appearances of Holy Love do 

not impress Me or My Son. Sincerity of Holy Love in the heart does. I am only impressed with 

the Truth. 

Moment of 

Judgment
GTF 2019-09-07

The world is Satan's kingdom. It is also a testing ground for each soul in which he must earn 

his way towards Heaven. Each soul has his moment of judgment before My Son. At that 

moment, it is too late to choose good over evil. In every present moment is your salvation. 

Recognize it and choose it. I have given you My Commandments to help you to choose.

Moment of 

Judgment
GTF 2019-09-08

Just as you prepare from one season to the next in your way of dress and your activities, you 

should prepare for your own judgment by seeking only to please Me. Everyone will face his 

moment of judgment. What counts is your love of Me and your neighbor - Holy Love. If 

people lived in this reality of what I am saying, prayer would be a priority - love of self above 

all else would not be considered. Do not look then, as to how everything affects yourself. 

Live as though your judgment was at hand, as it is, for time as you know it is short. What lies 

in the future is in the future. The present moment is just that - a present - a gift to be used 

wisely.
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Moment of 

Judgment
GTF 2019-09-10

I do not come to you to rewrite My Commandments or to reinterpret them. What I have said 

I have said. There is no exception to the rule. I, in My great love for all of humanity, patiently 

await the conversion of the heart of the world. At each soul's moment of judgment, you will 

not be given time for arguing your case. The verdict will already and decisively be in place. 

All you can do is listen. The time to make changes is now, in the present moment. I tell you 

these things out of love.

Moment of 

Judgment
GTF 2020-05-17

When the moment of judgment comes, the soul will be convicted in the Truth.  Satan’s fog 

will be lifted and the soul will realize his erroneous thinking and the path of sin he has 

willingly followed.  At that moment, good and evil will be made crystal-clear. This clarity is 

what you need to pray for throughout your life on earth - then your life will be pleasing to 

Me and to My Son.  You will readily realize the way of My Divine Will which you must follow 

in order to reach Paradise. Each of you has a place in Heaven.  Through your free will you 

either accept it or reject it.  Therefore, your place in eternity is your choice.  Do not deny the 

Truth which is defined for you in Holy Love.

Moment of 

Judgment
GTF 2021-05-15

I have the perfect plan for every soul, but he must cooperate with My Grace.  Many - most - 

souls die unprepared for their moment of judgment.  These are the ones who have not 

loved Me enough and who have let their lives slip by without Holy Detachment from the 

world.  In this way, their souls have been easily influenced by Satan.  The present moment 

holds unique opportunities to come deeper into Holy Love.  So many suffer the pains of 

Purgatory in order to be cleansed for entrance into Heaven.

Moment of 

Judgment
BVM 2021-11-21

allow Me, your Heavenly Mother, to continually prepare your hearts in such a way as to be 

ready for your presentation in the temple of Truth which is one with your moment of 

judgment.  Accept the guiding hand of your angels and obey their inspirations.  I am waiting 

for you today and tomorrow.

Moment of 

Judgment
GTF 2022-02-10

So it is, I speak to you yet again, today, to try to redirect your everyday decisions onto the 

path of salvation. Every soul is responsible for his own salvation. At the moment of 

judgment, he will know this all too well. Then, he cannot blame others for the state of his 

soul. There will be no negotiation. Learn this lesson well, now, in this present moment. Then, 

you will have nothing to fear at your last breath.

Moment of 

Judgment
GTF 2022-05-01

Each day and in every present moment, I desire to be part of your every decision in thought, 

word and deed. This is how you will be held accountable at your moment of judgment. Have 

you loved Me enough to want to please Me and to please others, or has your whole life on 

earth been about pleasing yourself? How much I love and how attentive I am to the prayers 

of the one who loves Me deep in his heart. The soul can only appreciate this once he is in 

Heaven. You can glimpse Heaven through an effort to please Me. Surrender to My Call to 

you to come closer to Me. Live in this Truth.
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Moment of 

Judgment
GTF 2022-11-08

Children, you cannot attain personal holiness unless you obey My Commandments. These 

are the building blocks you must use towards your personal holiness. No one enters Heaven 

unless he is obedient to all of My Commandments. There is no negotiation at your moment 

of judgment. You cannot compromise your way into Heaven. This being the case, it is 

important to scrutinize your own lives to be certain of your unerring obedience to the 

Commandments. Each soul, at some point in time, has disobeyed one or more of the 

Commandments. This is part of being human. Be careful not to form patterns of behavior 

contrary to these Commandments. Do not excuse your disobedience because you know 

others who are also disobedient. You are to be judged as an individual - not part of any 

group or in association with anyone. Be responsible for your own behaviors and do not 

compare your walk in holiness to anyone else. You will be judged on your own merits.

- END OF DOCUMENT -
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